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Man with Hazel ties
faces murder charge
LA GRANGE. Ky.(AP) - A
truck driver questioned then
released last week in the disappearance of a young Ohio woman
was eh-Urged—With- mutclei within
hours after her body was found a
few feet from an interstate
_ highway.
Williani-*Christopher Belew,•
23, a Tennessee native who had
been staying in Hizel; Ky.' was
arrested by FBI agents . unday in
Paducah in connection with last
-Thertda y-L
-disappearance
of Myra Stalbosky. 18, of Russellville, Ohio,- the FBI said.
Stalbosky's body was found by
authorities Sunday along Interstate 71 northbound, about
miles from the -gas station -where
she was last Seen, said La Grange
police public information officer
Jiiii Fullenlove.
•
Beim was held Sunday night
in the McCracken County Jail on
the murder charge. Fullenlove
said he was being returneg to
Oldham- County this morning.
.Belew told authorities last Fri

day that he had helped Stalbosky, been a frequent visitor to our jail
who had been missing since she
and was free on bond."
had car trouble in Oldham CounBut a spokeswoman in the
ty Thurs4ayi night. The trucker
Weakley_ Circuit clerk's office
told police he dropped Stalbosky
said Beim was not out on bond.
off at a nearby Wal-mart.
She said he had "been to court
He was Sot had at the time of on all charges he faced." She
his guestioning but'was said to be
declined to comment further.
It could not be determined earcooperatina with police.
ly today what charges Belew
FullenInve said he did not
know -of any other suspects in the
faced in Tenne4ee.
Stalbosky's hilly clothed body
case.
"links s
_ else_
was spAted____Iy. officers flyin_g_ in
changes, he will be the only -a Jefferson County . Police helicopter, he said. The body was
*one," he said. "He's the only
found along a steep embankment
one we know Of that's involved."
about 20 feet from the interstate,
Bele-w drove for Three-Rivers
FullenloVe said.
Trucking Inc. of Paris:Tenn., and
"But it was a steep enough
had a. Tennessee driver's license,
ravine that you couldn't see it
Fullenlove said. He said he did
not know how long Beim had- (the body) from the roadway
unless you were actually standing
been staying in Hazel.
A.
Tien to the -gUardia
'lie Said.
Weakley County, Tenn.,- SherStatbosky. -who had •graduated
iff Mike Wilson said Beim lives
from a 'police academy in Ohio
-near- the Latham community in
early last month, was identified
Tennessee.
by family members. Fallenlove
"I'm familiar with him
(Bcfew)," Wilson said. "tie has • See-rage 2

Congress could cut all
TVA nonpower funding
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) -- have responded with a strong letI' e Tennessee - Valley Authori- ter -of protest to this suggestion
ty's entire $140 million appropri- from the House Budget-Commitation-froin Congress could- be in tee staff.
jeopardy. •
"We believe that simply zeroThe House's emerging plan for ing out TVA through the budget
balancing the federal budget ,i process is unsound and unwork• would eliminate these funds, able,' the TVA Caucus wrote to
whieh TVA uses to pay'for such House Budget chairman John
nonpower activities as flood con- Kasich,
trol on the Tennessee River and
''The majority of TVA's
economic development of its appropriated budget goes to perseven-state region.
form functions ... which in many
Tennessee House members cases are required by federal law
_

... that would have to be tvirried
out by other federal agencies
were TVA not in cxistence."
Not since 1957 has Congress
threatened to simply eliminate
TVA's lfedei.sal appropriation.
That le two years later to TVA-.
makingits giant power program
self-fi ancmg . through ratepayer
revernie and bond issues.
Rep. Bob Clement, a Nashville
Demperat and former TVA board

BERNARD KANE'l
The Dream Factory of Paducah granted Jerry Steelman's wish for a computer. Steeiman has been diagnosed with aplastic anemia.

Dream Factory grants wish
By BERNARD KANE
Staff Writer
Thanks to the Dream Factory,
14-year-old -Jerry Steelman of
Hazel has a new computer.
Jerry was diagnosed with
aplastic anemia, a blood disorder in which bone marrow quits
making blood cells. When he
was brought to Vanderbilt Hospital in Nashville,-his red blood
cell count was 3,1300,4i, normal
count is around 45,000.
He is the son of Misty and
Kenneth Steelman.
As a student at Calloway
County Middle- School, Jerry
was busy with his routine of
schobl, homework and play
when his dad noticed one. day
that he was pale.

Although Jerry said he 'was
fine, a couple of days later he
passed out. Upon examination
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, it was determined that
he needed to go to Nashville:
Once ,there, he stayed for 21
days. At first, doctors had
thought that he suffered 'from
leukemia, but that was not the
case.
"His white blood cell count is
11.5 and the normal range is
between 8. and . 12." Kenneth
Steelman said.
'School is not a problem for
the seventh grader thanks to the
help of Patsy Pittman, a tneher
with Calloway's- homebound
program, who visits Jerry at
home.

in tat ti it is even easier now
that Jerry has a -new computer
to -assist -him in his studies.
The Dream Factory ot Padu- •
cati heard about Jerry after
being contacted by---hi-S---nutse.
Once his diagnosis,, was confirmed. he became eligible for
the program, which helps children diagnosed with serious illne..:es by providing them with a
dream.
In Jerry's case, it was a
*computer.
"My sister told me what to
ask fur and the Dream Factory
came through::'Jerry said.
The Packard Bell computer
has a multi-media system, -a
II See Page 2
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Habitat for Humanity
moves house for rehab
•

•
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•

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times ph WO
A SONG OF TWO CITIES: Dr. Bradley Almquist conducts it,concert featuring the Paducah Community College Community Chorus and
different choruses from Murray State University as part of Sunday's presentation of Schubert's Mau in G, which was held in Lovett Auditorium.
The concert was a duplicate of one held Saturday in Paducah.

Louisville Orchestra to perform Wednesday
Murray Civic Music Association
presents grammy nominee and
award-winnet The Louisville Orchestra.
The orchestra will perform May 3
at 8 pxn. at Murray State 'University's Lovett Auditorium. Under the
baton oftiiiivience Leighton Sniith
the orchestra will pelform Gustav

Mahler's Symphony No. 5 in
sharp minor.

na
commitmentor
thojoil
c
lis
onthtiv
emu op
contemporary
mire. He -has guided-the beehestra
music. Lawrence Leighton Smith through an unprecedented period of
assumed the role of Conductor artistic-growth culminating in 1989
In addition to the evening perfor- Laureate after an 1.1 year associawith the honor of becoming the only
mance, Lawrence Leighton Smith tion with the brchestra as music
AMerican orchestra invited to irrWill hold a pre-.conceit lecture at 7. dire,ctor. Smith is recognized inter- itant at Carnegie Hall for its
"Great
-p.m. in Farrell .Recital Hall.
_.E,444aiiblc5 in Concert!' -aeries: In
-The-Loiiisville Orchestra is rec- original interpretations of receni
ogniled•th'roaghout the world for its additions to the symphonic reper-, •Su Page 2

The Murray-Calloway County
Chapter of Habitat for Humanity
will soon have its third house ready
for a ,qualified !amity.
The local chapter'has acquired u
house from the City of Murray that
must be moved from its present site.
The house has previously served as
the residence for the supervisor of
the water plant.
Sincc the city has recently
awarded a contract for the con struclion of a 1 million gallon clear well
-at the water plant, the house v‘aS
declared sur_plu and was to be
razed; however, the local chaptel of
Habitat negotiated to acquire the
house and move it to a lot on Spritee
• Street. The Jot is also being acquired from the cityaas a part of the
• North Douglas Redevelopment project
•
Habitat_board membejs and other
volantecrave spentllhe past-Week
preparing the house tor moving by
removing the brick and removing
parts of the roof. Nluch•of the brick
will be used -ui the new locauon as
•
well as salvaged lumber.

-r !!ie -working poor" whereby
iti
the ,e1;%ted family must provide
4(X) liti;:rs of "sweat ettaity" into the
'A in occupy or any other
home
The home is sold to
the f,:ly for the amount ihi
Ilabitat has in the% house at no
interc-t. 1 he monthly paymcms are
made to the local chapter to he used
for future projects.
The two previous homes were
built v..ith volunteer labor from the
comeamity, churches, and local
cOntraei-ors. This wilt be the. first
attempt at relocating an existing
structure to a new site. At this time
.the
chapter is planning fund
raising projects to cover the-cost of
the fli.r and the materials needed
to,briniz ,the house to Completion.
,flahitat encourages the general
pub:1•:'--To become involved in this,
projest ss ith volunteer labor, mater-,
ials. and financial support by contiillne Jim Anderson, chapter President, at 753-0538 or John Waldman. rot:,t • supervisor, at 4365-405,

• Habitat for Humanity Interna' COntrthutions can be mailed to
tional. with headLluarters in Americus, Ga. _has chuptera_in ...all states - P.O. Box 1139 inNturray.;Applica'taTins forms .iire ,available at the
and many third world countries.
This program provides decent hous- public library ' and local- banks.
'
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Blandford loses U.S. Supreme Court appeal ,
By LAURIE ASSEO
Associated Press Writer

Blandford was arrested in 1992
after receiving three separate
$500 payments from a lobbyist
for Kentucky harness -racing
interests. He was among lob_

lobbyist mentioned the broadcastmg legislation only in giving
Blandford the third payment.
Blandjord replied. "Yeah.
Okay, prosecutors said.
Blandford's racketeering conviction was basixl ..,- n the eatortion charge and a Ourge of mail
fraud for filing a false campaign
finance statement in 1988.
He also was convicted of lying
to FBI agents when he denied
receiving any money from the
horse-racing lobbyist.
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals upheld the convictions,
In the appeal acted on today,
Blandford's lawyer said the trial
court did not require proof that
the lawmaker agreed to do anything in return for the money.

Such gifts. were not illegal under
Kentucky law at the time, he
said.
Blandford's lawyer said the
extortion and Mail fraud counts
were not closely related enough
to constitute a racketeenng enterprise. The lawnuker also chatlenged the order that he pay
incarceration costs.
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MURRAY FIRE DEPARTMENT

.
•A natural gas leak caused the evacuation of _residents on 1
.
South 11th St-- covering about one block after firefighters
.
..
heard a loud sound of escaping gas at the residence of James ',.
.
—
,.
_
_
•
14th
closer
invesligafior
if
was
4Ferguson
at
21-9-S.St.
Upon
bYisla
'lawmakers and stale'
r fficials charged in the federal Operdiscovered that a vehicle had struck a natural gas meter, ,
ation Boptrot probe of state govbreaking it off from the ground and house. No'ignition took
(
ernment corruption.
place. The Murray gas company arrived and turned off the
gas.
.
•
The lobbyist who gave Bland•Firefighters responded to a small gas spill at Pockets, a
ford the bribes was hired by the
lawyers
Department
G
Justice
convenience store located at 12th and Chestnut streets. Four
Riverside Downs harness track,
fenc
said the jury was required to find .pads were used to remove the spill, which was measured-at
.18 gallons.
which was concerned about a bill
,
ova
that Blandforcr knew he was
that would bar thoroughbred
43o
being given money in return for
. .
r
„
_.
_ races from being broadcast live to
Ami
official acts. They said the two L
harness-racing tracks. Riverside
related
were
racketeering acts
Sim
.. ._
_
Downs officials were cooperating
21.'
because both involved the use of
.
in an FBI investigation of alleged
year
public office for personal benefit. •
extortion by lawmakers.
the
The case is Blandford vs. U.S.,
Prosecutors acknowledged the
T
94-1295.
ing trouble with her car. She was
FROM PAGE 1
on t
.
I
.
en route to Eddyvillc to pick up
said.
clan
her brother's girlfriend.
,
•
Authorities were awaiting an
/
plac
,
She called her father — who is
,. ,
autopsy scheduled this morning a police officer in Peebles,'Ohio
,44,
5am
.- I . c
in _Louis.valle before determining — again from an Oldham County
the cause of death, he said.
C
gas station to say a trucker had
The FBI and Kentucky State followed her to thc station to
bring
an
-end
to
to
need
"We
.
,.
. COM
the
OKLAHOMA dITY (AP) — tidbits of information: John Doe that rescuers had "crossed
Police investigated the case with make sure she made it OK. But
high
s-a
The FBI today released a new No. 2 is "very tan" and muscu- river" and had accepted the Me- this.
assipance from La Grange police when her fatherorrived there tavo
-,.
four
vitability the everyoae inside is . The death toll rose to 136, with
sketch of the man sought in the lar, and may be a weightlifter.
k
- ldham County police, he hours later, she was gone. Her
an estimated 60 still missing. and O
scan
fedetal building bombing, giving
"Ile should be considered
dead- .
•-.
said.
Keating said" that _ even after
k,
.1
year
Concern now is for the safety
the public a profile view of the • armed and very dangerous,"
.
. • pickup was still there..
'• Stalbosky called her father in .
ir
heavy equipment is used to
even
• of the crews that have been siftsuspect known as "John Doe No. Kennedy said.
Witnesses reported that Stalbo-, ••
Si
',.
Fire Chief Gary Marasesaid a ing by hand through the pulver- - extract bodies, up to 20 sets of Ohio TffurSday night from an sky climbed into a tractor-trailer
,-•
•
agric
remains may still be buried in the 1-71 rest stop to say she was hay- and left with the driver.
The announcement came as - huge backhoe would be brought ized rubble of the building
„
II
hombed-out shell of the building,,
cont
rescue workers prepared to turn in to drag the pulverized remains de,spite the threat Darts of the
.
.
t
he
•
Keating
was
asked
how
dent
the task of removing the remains of the upper floors of the Alfred
them.
collapse
on
could
structure
would console the families of
tuck
of some 60 people missing in the P. Murrah Federal Building clear
"You reach a point where you
,..1
.
t
funded nonpower programs.
blast to machines that can safely of the building's dangerously don't jeopardize human beings in those whose remains may never FROM PAGE 1
KingsQuillen,
a
Jimmy
Rep.
be recovered. "They are in para.Fick
clear rubble from the shaky shell unsfabli skeleton-.
_ order to extract the dead.•• Keai_
fopo
rmse
el.
.isltl-p
inro
r, dcgaellts cthuetsla,te
_ , .
T
rtiv
em
Abebo
port Republican and chairman of
_ disc now," he said. "That is a
says
,
of the building.
.
ing said.
_
•
the TVA Caucussaid that while
profr
FBI Special Agent Weldon
Marts refused -to-acknowledge
He said machines would begin - very significant comfort."
Ina ill-advised."
- .-----Sir( ftOine-- Weir added to the
agenCies
cuts"
for
many
Kennedy displayed- a sketch ofa the change meant- rescuers have work within -a day or two.
"drastic
'TVA
1,741
as
many
As
list
of
missing
Sunday
after
a
expected,
all
given up hope...of finding anyone
"We're going
stocky man in a baseball cap seen
Rescue workers support the
employees — about a tenth of the are
. •
_
at the scene of the April 19 blast alive 012- days after the blast..
decision; said Okrahoina • City Tulsa woman reported her rdaagency's payroll ----- could be out to see that the government
tives 'pay- have been trapped in
with Timothy McVeigh, who is
However, Gov. Frank Keatjtfg, police Sgt. Lynn McCumber.
.
affected. This is. the number does not negate its obtirgation to
the area that TVA serves."
charged with the nation's most who has been preparing Oklaho"This thing's gone on for 12 the building. Authorities now • working
on congressionally
.
._
2
_
, ,______ - /
•
believe the six may have been
,
deadly act of domestic terrorism..., mans for the possibility for sever- days now, and we've dug through
t1
• — •
4
.
Kennedy provided a few new al days, said late Sunday night that.by hand," McCumber said. located but refused to elaborate.
tt • r:
.
. The Dallas Morning Ne.ws
reported today that-a receipt forl
_t_ _ __ are_s
. . — .,_
. .
s
ton or ammonium nitrate was
.
gene
found at the home of Terry
f
PAGE 1
Niaider.
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of
latitil
direction
•
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and bears McVeigh's
•
.-- gaol
One critic wrote of the perfororechestra was the featured .
gth
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.
sh
o
national
sh
conference
Onlyrints
14_cVeigh trhasii been
face.
ony Orchestra
merican
When
charged with
g the
Al
rwriaendou.s applause that the public • .
_ .League.
ammonium
.
4.800-pound
bomb
of
of
presence
'
the
of
of,
-:
conscious
•
s
,
In 1901.Gustav Mahler wrote to a
•
nitrate
and1 fuel oil that' went off
crum
genius.
ius.'
fifth
friend of his still unfinished
April 19 in froar of the federal
.Mur
."
admi
symphony:- "There is nothing to- r Lovett Auditorium, on the
, building
in
the
domestic
deadliest'
is
I
Campus,
,
In fa
..
UniverNIIN
State
ay
mantic or mystical Omit it, it is
,
act of terrorism in U.S. history.
This
handicapped.
the
fi
the
to
accessible
simply .an expression cif incredible
'Authorities told the paper the
' a grant
.
' in gr
funded in port b)
. ,'
season isI.
following
the
Finished
energy.'
receipt appears to establish a link '
Council. a
what
summer, the - symphony was first from the Kentucky Arts
tying --Nirsint.s; _a_ fti.e.ma. _of
•
t.
here.
agaiii.)'.
aaaaitc
iho
under
f.
,
.•
performed in Cologne
McVeigh's who is being held as
Even
i..
,
•:: a material witness in the case. He
AL •
.;co h
.
has been charged separately with II
_
,
aWay
.
,, ,
Wiegallr,•••
•
• S
gardc
federal .explosives violations in
::
t Prunary-Care
'
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Michigan, along with his brother, FROM PAGE 1 the
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to 9 p.m. and
grow
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-Hazel Baptist (March gave the
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"He could have asked for a trip- — . Jerry's outlook tor the future is
groui
•-.
very good altholiph a- catheter ,.
to- Disneyworld for the whole
at
im
prevents him from swimming and:-,
family," Kenneth 'Steelman said,
dealt
1
1001 Wharton Dr
playing contact sports.
"But this will last a lot longer."
. .Th
. Murray, KY, 42071
--------- "But my, dad takes Me golfing
Currently, Jerry -stilt needs a-addit
.
and fishing with him," Jerry said. •
great amount of care. BloOd sama
myth
,...
DEPARTMENT HEADS
his
progress,
Because of his
pies are taken,regularly and if the
aa
cram
Walter L. Apperson
Publisher
doctors arc hope-ful that his body
at
cell counts are too low, he has to
Joyce Hughes
- comp
. 'v
Alice Rouse
General Mgr.
.will
t.a..ke over the Job of making, --Nashville
for.
more
go
.to
secro
Managing Editor Gina Hancock
Pediatrician (Board-Certified)
rnedithat'the
.-, . blood for him and
transfusions.
.carts()
Advertsing Mgr. Mary Ann On
Primary Care Medical Center
"I guess he needs them about -cation and transfusions-tan stop.
conte
Jeff Duncan
Circulation Mgr.
.
Until then, -Jerry will be busy
every-two
weeks," Kenneth-Steelturnir
Karen Covert
Classifieds Mgr.
with his new personal computer.
man said.
. little
.,..,
READER INFORMATION .
The Steelman family has had a
why
For more information about the
lot of support from Calloway
To reach all departments of the
13r-ca in
Factory,, call1
newspaper, phone 753-1916.
) County reSidents. A hale sale is
.
502-442_9393 or write P.O. Box
,
,
scheduled
for
May 5 at Calloway
Subscription Rates
County A1i4dle School from 6:30 23a3, Paducah. .Ia 420()2.
All subscrons payable in advance.
V V hen selecting a•
P4
Home delivery 6 days a week:
doctor for your child, you'
.
1 month
$6.00 I 6 months $36 00
want someone who gives the
$72.00
3 months $18 00 I 1 year
•
care you provide.
. --, .
same,
loving
As
1 YR. $72.00
,
BY MAIL
- its ticl
Besidesbeing a talented
is foCused on your child Plus,
Majled in Calloway Co , Benton,
begin
Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and FarmingPrimaty'Care AFTER HOURS gives ,
pediatrician, Dr. Joyce Hughes is also
it-orn ,
ton, Ky. By mail to other destinations,
May.
in
ballot
;
mail
by
elected
be
Officials of the Murray-Calloway
price is $85.00 per year.
Alt
Chama mother offour young children. She
you the convenience ofscheduling
County Chamber of _Commerce _ According to Jackson:the
.,
of thl
Saturday
Monday
through
Published
have announced plans for the dee- her of Commerce is an exeellent
blends her gifts ofcaring with her
doctors appointments before and
every afternoon, except- Sundays,
beetle
tion
of Board Directors Tor the
way to serve this community. He
Christmas
July 4,ThanksgivingPay,
grubs
knowledge oftreatment to give your
after work and even on Saturdays.
---,-.
1995-96 thamber year: and to tc- urges all members of the. lvlurrayDay and New Years Day.
MOM
nominations
for
the
Caizeit
.
01
max
child the best possible care.
Chamber
of
CornCalloway County
At Primary Care Medical Center
"Tr
MISS YOUR PAPER? _
.
the Ycar Award.
• merce to nominate at least one
white
, From our two spacious reception
we treat your family with care . . . —
Call the circulation dept. between
for the
individual
- the an
. election of Board
i., .
According to Chamber President members.
5:30-6
p.m. Monday-Friday or
areas (for well and sick chldren). to
zirting with the little things that cies,"
.
A
Bob Jackson, Chamber members
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.
Entorr
will
members
Chamber
Only
our colorful playroom. our attention
mttch.
receiving
mean so
will be
nomination forms
Kermit,
within a week. They will have, have a voice in the prOcess. "The
Murray Ledger & Tome CUSPS 3011-71:0)
"Howl
permit
nominaChamber
By-Laws
approximately 14- days to return
Murray Ledger & Tines••~bet of the
Japan(
AsooctatoO Press. Kentucky Pule Aolociation
,
their nominations in order to have tion and voting by members in
and Sokithem Newly:Awe Publattoro Absocioa conc
their candidates considered for the good-standing only," said Judith
ton rho Assocsalecl Press is esucuswely antsuuj
corn I
to news orvnattod DV Murray Ledger & Times
general election. New directors will Whitfield of the Chamber staff. A .
Mrsi
tic, or aliiable voters. and
_ (umbers
— - - — - - - -WASHINGTON (AP) — The
tormer speaker of Kentucky's
House of Representatives lost a
Supreme Court appeal today of
his extortion and racketeering
convictions for taking bribes.
The court, without comment,
turned down Don Blandford's
argument that there was no proof
he agreed to do anything in
exchange for the money.
Blandford was convicted of
extortion, racketeering and making a false statement to a federal
official. He was sentenced to five
years and four months in prison,
fined $10,000 and ordered to pay
$108,000 for incarceration costs.
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Graves County wins FFA championship
Graves County High School defended its title by winning the
overall chapter championship in the
43rd annual Future Farmers of
America(FFA)Field Day at Murray
State University on Friday. April
21. This was the eighth consecutive
year that Graves County has earned
the overall'chapter award.
The chapter scored 5,861 points
on team and individual contests to
claim the championship. Second
place went to Lyon County with
5,446 points, and Caldwell County
came in third with 5,280 points.,
Chapters accumulate points in
competition by counting the five
highest of nine team scores and the
four highest -of five individual
scores in field day contests. This
year's contest featured a total of 19
events.
Sponsored by the department of
agriculture at Murray State, the
contest drew a total of 1,154 students from 32 schools across Kentucky, Illinois and Tennessee.
"This was the„..1argest group of
Field Day competitors since 1984,"
says Dr. Tony Brannon, associate
professor of agriculture at Murray

State. Brannon said that several of Hopkins, Caldwell County, Trigg Mandy Moss of Fulton County.
the schools (particularly those from
County; (individual) Steve Peyton . •Horticuhure overall unit — CalIllinois) were attending Murray of West Hopkins, Britt Maddox of loway County,Fulton County,Pope
State's Field Day for the first time. Crittenden County,Jeremy Johnson County, Ill.
He.attributes part of the increase in
of Christian County.
"Meats — (team) Lyon County,
attendance to established public
-Soil judging — (team) Lyon
Martin WeSiViOW (Tenn.),;Graves
relations among regular participa- County, Graves County, Caldwell County; (individual) Carrie Wiltors. He said. "One of the chapter County; (individual) Matt Wilkin- liamson of Lyon County, .Gary
advisers from IllidUis who was son of Lyon County,Jennifer John- Polete of Christian County, Gary
making his first trip to MSU Field son of Graves County, Ryan Spencer of Martin Westview
Day commented on the excellent Weaver of Heath.
-- (Tenn.).
facilities and quality of the contest,
'Burley tobacco —(team)Callo•Ag mechanization — (team)
and said that he would definitely
way County, Hickman County, Trigg County, Graves County, Calrecommend it to other programs." Crittenden County; (individual) loway County;(individual) Kevin
Listed in first-, second-, and
Arik Morris of Hickman County, Marlowe (1st) and Justin Harper
third-place order are team and indi- Reece Adams of Calloway County, (2nd) of Trigg County, Eric Wood
vidual winners in the following
Mau Barrett of Marshall County. of Graves County.
events:
.
'Air-cured tobacco — (team)
-Seed identification — Diana
"General Livestock — (team) Hickman County, Henry County
Pictured above on the steps 01 11* United States Capitol Building In Washington,
Mitts of Graves County, Ashley
Lyon Cnunty, Hopkinsville, Gala- (Tenn.), Graves County; (indiviD.C.,is County Attorney David Harrington and Leslie StPely, on• of the 4-H
Millikan of Lyon County, Heather
tia, 111.; (individual) Sam Suiter of dual) Bobby:.West of Crittenden
students attending the American Heritage Conterent P. April 8-14. 1995
Pfleuger of Fulton County.
Lyon County, Mark Luttrell of Coun ty;(tie:)Jamie Jones.of Graves
'
Weed identification — (tie:)
Hopkinsville, Robin Rhea of Web- County and Brennen Crook of HenLarry Jackson of Lyon County,and
ster County.
derson Southlt High.
Ashlee Vinson of Caldwell County;
-Dark-fired tobacco — (team) Mark Simmons of Heath.
'Dairy judging — (team) Graves
On April 8-14, fifty six 4-H • Veterans nanci' Iroom Calloway
Fulton County,' Graves County,
County, Hickman County, Gallatin
•Tobak.co.auctioneering — Shan- members fromthe state of Kentucky
County on the V if tri:ini Veterans
Henry
County (Tenn.);(individual) . non Jackson of Graves County,
County (Ill.); (individual) Steven
attended the Kentucky American
Memorial Wall
Elder(1st) and Brad Clark (2nd)of (four-way tic:) Jamie Jones of Craig Board. of Caldwell County,
Heritage
Conference
Washingin
During the students free time.
Grasps County, Donnie Bass of Graves County, Fclisha Black and
Craig Conger of Lyon County. ton; D.C. The Delegates stayed at
they
had the't hame to make new •
Jennifer
Langford
of Fulton
Henry- County (Tenn.)
'Horsemanship
Joe Hum- the National 4-H Center in Chevy
friends
through •
1, ular acCounty_Roh
PeAtley
ert
of
•Horse_judEing — (team) West-- 0m.y of-Ballardlemorial,-K assy- -Chase, ivlarylartd:- • Attending- the' tiVitieg" 4•Atit a•
IoTh;ybaH,
County.
•
-Marshl
Wells of Union County, Christy conference from Calloway County
and basketball
II., made
..Floriculture.--(team)CalIow.a.y - -Johnson of -Graves County.
• were - David Harrington (adult
neiv friends
h:
County-, Fulton County,' Graves
-"Tractor driving - 1.- -• Barry Fox of supervisor), Lynda Harrington, Lemeetings, in .which
hrokc up
County; (individual) JesSica Ga- Trigg County, Jeff Shaffer-of Lone
slie Steeley and Shane Wilkerson.
into five groups and ;.(iripleted
skins of Fulton County, Michelle
Oak, Derek Watford of-- Heath. Their purpose was to learn about projects.forihe end the
r•ek. For Cochran of Maspc County _(IIL),
'
Bull ridMg-.-- Clint Stoope of U.S. Government and American example, the PuhfiTRclations com(tie:) Wendy Bebbcr and Lisa WarHenry County (Tenn.), Jimmy
History. They had the opportunity
mittee wrote thi• yr°
Ica
ner, both of Calloway County.
Thorn of Marshall County, Jarrad • to see many historical landmarks
While in Washinoi
C . the
'Nursery
(Leanal Calloway. Singleten of Livingston County.
such as the Washington Monument group made life' Iiin friflpf•hipc,
County, Fulton County, West
"Goat Tying-- Melora Hart of and the White House. One place
discovered interestin.e4riet. about
Hopkins; (individual) Jennifer
Crittenden'County, Leslie Thomp- that everyone really enjoyed was the
American Heritage. Awl h,t,i
Sheehan of Fulton County, Grant
son of MarIhall County, Jennifer
Arlington National Cemetery. The • GREAT time doing it
Pittman Of Calloway County, Crain of Henry County (Tenn.)
students had the chary to look For

Students attend conference

-

Perfect soil difficult
to find for garden
We gardeners have interests that
are _sometimes unfathomable-to the
general public. When gardeners are
-talking with each other about their
gardens you can, be certain the
subject of soil will eventually surface.
Although every gardener dreams
of: working with dark, fertile,
- crumbly earth, almost no one will
admit to starting with perfect soil;
In fact, gardeners often catalogue
the former deficiencies of their soil
in great detail. "You can't believe
what the soil was like when we came
here. Pure clay. Hard as a rock.
Even the weeds wouldn't grow in
it." The casual listener can come
away .with the impression that the
gardener must 'have performed
some kind of miracle in order to
grow anything.
The truth is,some folks are lucky
enough to find an ideal spot of
ground. The rest of us have to work
at improving the din that has been
dealt, to us.'
The current wisdom is that the
'addition of compost has almost a
mythical presence in gardening literature. Authors share recipes for
compost as if they are divulging the
secret of life. References to ideal
carbon/nitrogen ratios, moisture
content, peak temperatures, optimal
turning schedules made me feel a
little dizzy and made me wonder
why I ever started looking into

Growing In
the Garden

By Cathleen Pease
composting.
•Maybe getting a little compost
was -going to be as difficult as
obtaining the golden ball but I
decided to try anyway. I dutifully
mixed vegetable scraps, leaves and
grass in what I hoped was the proper
ratio, and resolved to turn the pile
every week. I might have actually
turned it the first week,but after that
I just added More stuff to the top of
the pile. I had compost die next
spring,despite Ignoring Most of the
advice on how to make the perfect
heap.
discovered that having compost
didn't depend on whether or not I
took the compost pile's temperature
every day or kept the contents in a
perfect carbon/nitrogen balance.
Heap organic matter in one place
and it will start to decompose —
whether you do anything or not.
Sure you can slow it dovrn athurry
it along, but the process is inevitable. :There's something comforting
about that. It's one less detail that
needs my attention. Compost can
take care of itself.
.
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Poor growing conditions
encourage grub attack

A

•

As the Japanese beetle continues drought-stressed turf andloand
that
• its trek westward,new problems are 15-20 Japanese beetle grubs
per
beginning to show up in Kentucky' square foot damaged the turf.. At
lign and soybeans.
least 40 grubs per square foot
Although most growers are aware significantly damaged turf in optiof the damage caused by adult mal- growing conditions. .
beetles, additional problems with
Currently, no treatments exist to
gnihs in early _spring_ are becoming - control-grubs-once -they have -inMore Common.
fested a field. Only preventive con"Traditionally, when we think of trols are available, Bessin
said.
white grubs attacking corn,they are
When preparing fields, watch for
the annual or true white OM spe- signs of white
grub activity. Bird
cies," said Ric Bessin, Extension activity`in freshly,
worked fields is
Entomologist with the University of often a sign of
active grubs." he
Kentucky College of Agriculture. said."In addition,
producers should
"However,in the past few years,the. try to estimate the
number of grubs
Japanese beetle has become more of and have them
identified."
a concern in some central Kentucky
Although some of the grub specorn fields."
cies such as Japanese beetles and More than 15 Japanese beetle true
white grubs can be very damaggrubs pei square foot have been ing,
annual grubs cause little damfound in corn fields where soybeans
age. County agents can identify
were-previously planted in Hardin
these white grubs for producers.
and Warren counties.
WhormoribLgrown under poor
conditions, such as low moisture or
poor soils, some stand .loss due to
Japanese beetle grubs may result.
It is not yet certain if large
numbers of Japanese beetle grubs
can pose an economic threat.'
"Last year,, a study in Hardin
County indicated that large numbers
of Japanese beetle grubs will cause
some root pruning and stunting of
the plants in early sunnier," Bessin
said. "However, the plants recovered in heightby late summer,"and
there Was no yield reducuon attri•-•••.-ra.
buted to the grubs."
Dan Potter, UK Extension entomoll1st. conducted a study of
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FROM OUR READERS
Organization seeks help

1
I .4

Dear Editor:
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens is seeking volunteers to
assist with any or all of the following services:
•Meals on Wheels--over 100 meals are provided daily to homebound
seniors in Calloway County. The average age of a meal client is 82.
•Planning senior center activities—both educational and recreational.
•Telephone Reassurance--making telephone calls to seniors to check
on their well being.
•Friendly Visiting--taking time to visit seniors who are homebound or
in nursing home facilities.
•Escort Service--transporting seniors to .medical appointments.
. Some of the services outlined above require a regular volunteer
schedule; others may be done on an "as needed" basis.
Pleaseconsider assisting senior citizens in the many valuable services
provided to our local older adults‘ With the ongoing reduction offederal
funding,it is necessary that we look to those caring community members
who can help us keep our programs alive. Senior Citizens is a United
Way agency.
. The mission of Senior Citizens is to encourage older persons to live
independent, dignified, and meaningful 1i/es in their own homes and
forestall their placement in an institution.
Won't you assist us in accomplishing this mission?
Kathy Perkins
Assistant Director
Murray Calloway Co. Senior Citizens
607 Poplar, Box 105, Murray, Ky. 42071

Museum volunteers thanked
Dear Editor
This letter is addressed to all those individuals who volunteer at the
National' Scouting Museum.
We are celebrating National Volunteer Appreciation Week at the
National Scouting Museum April 26 through May 1. Our volunteers
contribute daily to the success and growth of.our mission. Without their
dedication, support and caring, the National Scouting Museum would
truly be at a loss. We "thank you" for your years of service, your
laughter, and your never-ending energy.
On behalf of the National Scouting Museum, we salute you and thank
you for always giving of yourself.
LaConda Walker
National Scouting Museum
P.O. Box 9, MSU, Murray, Ky. 42071

Sunshine Center to close
Dear Editor:
May 26 will be a sad day in the lives of many children and parents.
That is the day the Sunshine Center closes its doors of ministry to the
public.
Hundreds of lives have been touched over the years since it opened in
April of 1985. Where else can a child go to get their physical,mental,and
spiritual needs met? Many children would not have had a balanced meal,
learned what they needed to know for kindergarten, or have heard the
name of Jesus had it not been for the Sunshine Center. Statistics show
that if a person has not accepted Jesus at a young age, they probably
never will. While many of our children are being "trained up in the way
they should go" in their homes, many are not. Are you going to stand by
and let the only Godly influence some may have be taken out of their
lives the way we stood by and let prayer be taken out of out schools?
Since that day, America has become number one in teen pregnancy
and violent crime, number one in illeteracy, drug use and divorce, and
everyday 5,0(10 unborn children die while pornography floods our
streets. I realize this is a different issue, but it is an example of what
happens when Godly influences are taken out of the lives of children.
Everyone knows that our children are the future leaders of our country.
What about the parents who have been touched over the years? Their
children come home singing Christian songs, praying over their meals,
and showing their parents what they did that day. No one can touch a
parent like a child.
And what about the five-year-old whose father died last week? While
nothing can compare to loosing his father, who wants to be the one to tell
him something else is being taken from him that may change his life? It is
my opinion- that if the daycare closes, Satan will have won a major
victory. I urge you to take a stand and encourage the board members and
pastor at First Assembly to keep their doors of ministry open.
Debbie Skinner
1713 Ridgewood Dr., Murray, Ky. 42071
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ists and environmentalists in its
quest for, political dominance.

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
steady drip of Senate retirement
announcements and President
Clinton's uncertain future are
forcing Democrats to recognize
that things may get much worse
before they get better — if they
get better.
"We're going through a cycle.
The Republicans have gone
Democrats have said they are
through it in the past. We have to
retiring and at least two others
live with it," Senate Minority
Leader Tom Daschle, D-S.D., are mulling whether_to leave.
Some strategists view the
said as Senate Democrats preDemocrats' situation in Louisiana
pared to look inward at a
and Alabama, two of the open
weekend retreat.
Senate seats, as disastrous.
retreat
the
that
Daschle joked
would be an opportunity to dis- Strong contenders may emerge
cuss "what it's going to be like for open races in Nebraska and
to regain the majority in '96." Colorado, but damage control is
But Sen. Bob Kerrey, chairman about the best Democrats can
of the Democratic Senatodal hope for.
Campaign Committee, was probIf they drop below 40 memably closer to the mark when he bers, they vidn't be able to stage
said last week he did not expect filibusters — a . potent weapon
that to happen.
that gong with Clinton's veto
• In fact, even holding onto the authority is giving them some
status quo may prove difficult — leverage this year.
and not just in the Senate.
No House Democrats have yet_
Clinton's fate in the 1996 elec- announced firm retirement plans,
tion is far from assured for a
which some are taking as an
number of reasons — among encouraging sign. But one recenthem demographics, the country's tly switched to the GOP, bolsterrightward drift, the dynamism of ing its margin to 231-203, and
the GOP, voter attraction to third- the year is young.
party candidates and Clinton's
Many in the party suggest the
own missteps. If he loses, his Democrats' problem has less to
veto power over a Congress like- do with individual candidates
ly to remain Republican-run than with an overall malaise and
leaves with him.
lack of direction. "We may not
In the Senate, where Demo- be qualified to recapture the
crats are down 54-46 after two .majority until we've given
post-election defections, five Americans; a clear sense of our

"We have to have appeal
across the board to middle-class
voters," said DLC President Al
From. "The New Deal coalition
is dead. You can't piece it back
together again. You almost have
to start from scratch."
purpose and what it is that we
intend to do," said Kerrey, DNeb.
7
But there are nearly as many
prescriptions as Democrats. '
Historian Alan Brinkley, writing in The American Prospect
magazine, said Democrats need
to make the case that government
is not intrinsically bad, but also
that they are committed to critical
thinking about government. He
asked why government is the sole
villain these days and recommended a strong critique Of the
corporate power that he said
made "big government" neces-sary in the first place.
Kerrey, in a speech last week
titled "Do Democrats stand for
anything anymore?," answered
yes and gave four specifics: making sure America is strong and a
world leader;' helping the poor;
improving the quality of public
education and increasing the
nation's savings rate.
Kerrey and others — notably
the centrist Democratic Leadership Council — say the party
should not try to "paste
together" interest groups such as
labor, feminists, civil rights activ-
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The dilemma for Democrats is
that interest groups are a prime
source of money, manpower and
votes. "The liberal-labor constellation of forces is the only sector
of the party that has a capacity to
field a grassroots challenge to the
right," economist Jeff Faux contended in The American Prospect.
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He warned that an administration that runs from its own constituency violates "a fundamental
rule of politics and war: secure
your base."
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House Speaker Newt Gingrich
and his Republicans prevailed
last fall on what From described
as "the battleground of ideas"
and Kerrey called "raising a
cause." The political makeup of
the House, the Senate and the
White House may hinge on
whether Democrats can resolve
their internal differences and do
the same.
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EDITOR'S' NOTE — Jill
Lawrence covers Congress and
politics for The Associated
Press.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP

Ri
said Education Secretary Richard Riley in endorsing the group's
efforts. "Americans need to know that their public schools are
open to constitutionally protected religious expression."

April 24 — The Oregonian, Portland, Ore., on religious
freedom:
The issue of religion in public schools fires more heat and smoke
than rational discussion. That's why a document drafted by legal
representatives of 12 religious and civic organizations is a useful
addition to the debate.

of i
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Students have always -been free to pray privately or in groupS
and to discuss religion openly. Students may-be taught the history
of religion, but, as the Supreme Court warned, they mustn't be
taught religion; and teachers and administrators are forbidden from
leading or encouraging prayer or religious observance or derision.

The interpretation of law contained in "Religion in the Public
Schools: A Joint Statement of Current Law" should vent some
steam from overheated advocates of congressional action to establish voluntary school prayer.
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Campaigns seem to be subdued
Charles Wolfe
An Associated Press News Analysis
than Gov. Brereton Jones spent to
win the Democratic primary four
years ago.
Spending limits can be blamed
— or credited,'depending on
one's view — for the comparative calm .of thylirwaves to this
point.
Campaign commercials have
been dribbled out, on television
and radio, but the state is not yet
being blanketed with the candidates' ads. That will come, however. It appears most of the campaigns are hoarding as much
money as possible toward that
end.
Secretary of State 'Bob Babbage, seeking the Democratic
nomination, may be the greatest
beneficiary of this convergence
of circumstances. At least he
appears to have positioned himself that way.
Babbage has, floated three
ideas that distinguish him from

the rest of the Democratic pack
— scholarships or free tuition for
college and vocational school,
subsidized prescriptions for the
elderly and no "major" state tax
increases — the amount would
vary — without voter approval in
a referendum.
Babbage says he would use lottery profits to pay for the free
education and prescriptions. The
referendum would require a constitutional amendment. None of
that could happen.without action
of the General Assembly, the
likelihood of which is debatable.
For now, it alto is beside the
point.
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"Voters are- going to look to
the candidate that has exciting
ideas,'' Babbage campaign
spokeswoman Dalit Toledano
said. "We've always said it's
going to be the power of ideas
that's going to- win this
election."
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Babbage's opponents, who
have been serving up the staples
of more jobs, lower taxes and
being tough on crime, called it
the power of gimmicks. But they
clearly were put on the defensive,
particularly by the notion of a tax
referendum.
Rose's campaign spokesman,
Craig Sutherland, said the idea
was "dangerously demagogic."
But Rose's main offering has
been the obscure issue of opposition to something that doesn't
exist oh a broad scale, anyway —
collective bargaining for public'
employees.
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The ideas would have obvious
and undeniable appeal to parents
Hammond. Galbraith's running
facing college expenses, senior, mate, said voters "already have a
citizens with little money butilots' referendum on excessive tax
of medical needs and working • increases. We call it legislative
men and women who are likely to elections." Similarly, Gable said
"representative government is a
better solution." True, perhaps,
but not resonant.
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Just drop us aline ...

Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our"Pow,page by writing leugs to the editor. We print
letters on a variety ofIuples,providedtheycomply with the following
guidelines: all letters mot be signed by the miler, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is Demur),(telephone munbers will not be publishg). Letters tliaSt BO be
snore than XXI words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if gable: We reserve the'right to condenseartejeet wry- letter and to
unit (Taguchi writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Leder'to the Editor. Many Lodger
* Times, P.O. Boa 1040, Murray. ICY 42071.
- •

'rue
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feel, rightly or wrongly, that they
are already overtaxed.
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The guidelines would have been improved by footnotes to the
relevant court decisions. But if they help quiet even a little of the
clamor for unnecessary legislation, that would be something to be
thankful for.

"When it comes to religion in public schools, too many Arrierfcans remain confused about what is permissible and what is not."

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
An analysis of Kentucky's gubernatorial campaign to date yields
this considered opinion: So far,
the public is less than feverish
about it.
There may be a number of contributing factors:
—Absence of fresh faces. Not
one of the hopefuls for governor
is a newcomer to politics. Only
one of the active candidates,
Senate President John "Eck"
Rose, has not previously run a
statewide race, though he has
been in office 18 years.
—Melding of the two top
offices. For the first time, voters
will nominate, and later elect, a
slate for governor and lieutenant
governor. Add to that the fact
that the winners will be able to
seek re-election in 1999, and it
means no more autonomous, °
megabuck campaigns for the No.
2 job.
—Distractions. The bombing
of the federal building in Oklahoma City has dominated front
pages and evening newscasts for
nearly two -Weeks. And now it's
Kentucky Derby week, which has
its
own way of commanding the
April 21
public's attention.
The Blade, Toledo, Ohio, on the Oklahoma City borntng:
But the single biggest reason is
Evil cowards, the president calls them. And he's right, up to a
money.
Less money.
point.
Less for advertising. Less for
The perpetrators of the Oklahoma City explosion are evil almost
campaign staffs. Less for buttons,
beyond comprehension. But the cold-blooded killers are usually not
bumper stickers, yard signs and'
19)
April
(the
of
horror
the
for
cowards. The persons responsible
other paraphernalia.
tragedy knew exactly what they were doing.
All but two of the active slates
But there was no mistaking the president's .anger and there is no
—
Republicans Bob Gable and
here.
politics
room for partisan
Shirley Palmer-Ball, Democrats
Taking Iiipman lives in the name of a political cause has been an
Gatcwood Galbraith and Jerry
unfortunate character flaw of mankind's since we started walking
Hammond — have received or
true
the
of
murder
cause
is
the
political
worth
.what
upright. But
applied for partial public matchinnocents among us — our children',
ing money for their campaigns.
.1 tic explosion in Oklahoma City has Jolted Amcka back to realThat means they agreed to
Simpson-trial
0.1.
people
fascinated
the
by
more
now
ity. Maybe
spending limits, the maximum
will recogniz,e that some things matter more than Marcia Clark's
being S1.8 'million for the primnew hairstyle.
ary campaign. For comparison
•purposes,' that is $2 million less

EDITORIAL- ROUNDUP

a

Lt. Gov. Paul Patton and Republican Larry forgy declined
comment.
We soon will see whether Babbage found silver bullets or fired
blanks.
Charles Wolfe is a statehouse
reporter for The Associated
Press.
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CALENDAR
Monday, May 1
-.
Registration for Red Cross Learn to
Swim program opens today at Weeks
Center office
Southwest Calloway Elementary
School SBDM Cauncil meeting/6 p m
Scheduling Committee meeting p m
Murray-Calloway County Camera
Club/7 p m./Calloway County Public
Library
Parents
toa
p.m .
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'Many Holocausts' Tuesday
"Many Holocausts" will be the program on Tuesday. May 2, at
7:30 p.m. at Wrather West Kentucky Museum, Murray State University. An MSU Faculty Panel will be composed of Dr. Kit Wester,
American Genocide; pr. Tony Cheseboro, African Genocide; Dr.
Susan Maneck, Baha'is in Iran; and Dr. Terry Foreman, panel chair.
A special performance Of The Music of Prisoner of War of Oliver
Messiaen's "Quartet for the End of Time" will be by Lea Gentile..
piano, Hong Zhu, violin, John Steffa, cello, and Don Story, clarinet.
This will be sponsored by Humanistic Studies College Forum Committee at MSU. The public is invited.
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Methodist banquet on Tuesday
The annual Mother-Daughter Banquet at First United Methodist
Church will be Tuesday. May 2, in the social hall. This will be a
potluck meal so no reservations will be required. Drinks and bread
will be furnished. All mothers and daughters are invited to attend. If
you do not have a mother of daughter available, you might "adopt"
one for the evening, a church spokesperson said.
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Murray-Cattoway County Camera Club will meet tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. in meeting room of Calloway County Public Library.
Dr. Stephen White of the Biology Faculty of Murray State University will show slides_and filing of whales. All members and interested
persons are invited to attend.

Softball Tournament on Saturday
The Second Annual United Way Women's Softball Tournament
will be Saturday, May 6. The registration fee is $85 and is due in the
United Way-office by today, Monday, May 1. T-shirts will be.
awarded to-tournament champions, and a plaque will be given to the
second place team. For further information call Mike Cornett at
759-1680 or the United Way office at 753-0317.
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Bar Association plans blood drive
In observance of Law Day 1995, a blood drive has been scheduled
from Monday, May 1, through`Friday, May 5, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. All members of the legal community are urged to
contact Ginger Hale at 762-1119 to schedule an appointment to give
blood.

Rainbow .for Girls wanted

'S
re

The International Ordet_of the Rainbow for Girls is in the process
of reorganizing in Murray. All former Rainbow Girls and Majority
Girls are asked to please contact Loretta Sholar at 474-8178.

Genealogical meeting Tuesday
Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Tuesday, May 1,
at 2:30 p.m. in the Annex of 9alloway County Public Library. All
members and interested persons are invited .to attend, according to
Rena Solomon, president.
•
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West View Support Group to meet
I•

Family Support Group at West View Nursing Home will meet
Tuesday, May 2, at 5 p.m. in the front lobby. Kathy Culbert, clinical
manager with Mental Health at Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
will speak about "Feelings." This is for families of residents and
patients at West View.

Earth Day event at East School
East Calloway Elementary School will celebrate "Earth Day" on
Tuesday, May 2. About eight to 10 booths will be set up to demonstrate water quality, soil erosion and recycling, etc. The school hallways will be decorated for the occasion. The public is invited to
visit the school for this special celebration.
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Breast Cancer Support Group to meet
• Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Thursday, May 4, at 7
p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
'.'Mecting Nutritional Needs" will be discussed by Rebecca Noffsinger R.D. For more information call Martha Andrus at 753-3862.

Doll Club will meet Wednesday

,ho

Jackson Purchase Doll Club will meet Wednesday, May 3, at 11
a.m. at Sirloin Stockade, Murray. An auction will be conducted and
members are to bring items to be .featured in the auction sale. All
members and interested persons, are invited to attend.
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Church plans Friend Day
Glendale Road Church of Christ will host its annual "Friend Day"
on Sunday, May 7. John Dale will speak av9 a.m. and Bible classes
will begin at 10:15 a.m. Following the Bible classes, all guests are
encouraged to stay for lunch, hosted by the Glendale members. The
public is invited to attend, a church member said.
4

Paradise meeting to be June 10
A potluck dinner will be Saturday, June 10, at 1 p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of Lebanon Church of Christ, Sedalia:this will be for
all persons who ever lived or is interested in the former Paradise
Friendly Home, an orphanage formerly located near Bell eity. For
more information or if planning to attend write to Joy Vowell Tyncs,
378 Arant Rd., Benton, KY 42025.

Recycling bins available here
Area recycling bins for the benefit of the public arc at several
places in Murray. Bins arc located behind Video Gold on Chestnut
Street. The bins arc clearly marked for plastic I and II, glass and
alumnium and arc open at all hours.

HOSPITAL REPORTS'
One newborn admission and
dtnissals at Murray-Calloway
Cainty Hospital for Thursday.
April 27, have been released as
Follows:
Newborn admission
Swanson baby boy. parents. Lori
and Robert, Fort Campbell
Dismissals
Mrs Sandra Page and baby boy
Henry Tenn Mrs Now el Smother

man, New Madrid. Mo.;
William D elrooms, Puryear, Tenn
Miss Violet M. Woodfork, Mayfield;
Mrs Alli• Thorn, Almo:
Mrs. Evelyn Wright, *tartan; Mrs.
Lena I. Phillips; Benton; Mrs Florence
Wintormute, Dockerville,
Miss April Dawn Shelton, Mrs.
Roberta Ward, Mrs. Edith B Jackson,
Jean I. Green, and Joe Howell Thorn•
ton all of Murray
• • • •

Holly Lee Winslow
and Keith Wells Nix

Winslow-Nix wedding
vows to be said May 27
Holly Lee Winslow and Keith Wells Nix, both of Jackson; Tenn.,
will be -Married Saturday, May 27, at 11 a.m. at Gatlinburg Wedding
Chapel, Gatlinburg, Tenn.
Friends and family are invited to attend.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Billy Joe and Joyce Winslow- of
Jackson. Her grandparents are Mrs. Morine Walding and the late Lutrelle Walding and the late -Mr. and Mrs. Gilmer Winslow.
The groom-elect is the son of Dan and Nancy Nix of Fulton. His
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Vodie Waldrop of Paducah and J.L.
Nix of Murray and the late Mrs. Ola Nix.
Miss Winslow is a 1988 graduate of- North Side High School, Jackson. She attended Jackson State Community College Nursing Program
and will receive a Bachelor of Science degree. in Biology from Union
University this fall. She is employed as a nurse at the Digestive Disease Clinic, Jackson.
Mr. Nix, a 1988 graduate of Fulton City High School, is a 1992
graduate of Lambuth University, Jackson, where he received his
Bachelor ofScience degree in Business Administration. He is employed as a computer operator and purchaser by Bob's Salvage, Jackson.

'Meet at City Hall'
will be Day ofPrayer?
Concerned citizens of Murray and Calloway County will participate
in "Meet at City Hall" on National Day of Prayer on Thursday, May
4, from 12:20 to 12:40 p.m.
On that day Americans from across this nation will gather. at their
local city hall to pray for a moral rebirth in the land.
"Meet at City Hall" is a project for special prayer, a prayer for moral rebirth in America. Concerned Americans are asked to gather at the
city. hall- for this special time of prayer.
Individuals and churches from many denominations are exprected to
participate in "Meet at City Hall."
"We invite concerned individuals to meet in the parking lot just
north of Murray's City Hall for prayer," said Mark Welch, pastor of
New Life Christian Center.
- "This is a great opportunity for members of different churches to
gather in agreement to ask for God's interventiOn in the affairs of- our
community -and nation," Welch said.
Churches and individuals interested in participating in "Meet at
City Hall" should call 753-1622 or 753-7217. job

Ladies'golfon Wednesday
Ladies of Murray Country
Club will have activities on Wednesday, May 3.
Golf will be played at 9:30
a.m. with Veneta Sexton and
Martha Sue Ryan as hostesses.
Those not listed in the lineup
but desiring to play may come
and be paired at the tee. If a person is unable to play, please call
one of the hostesses.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee 1 - Betty Stewart, Freda Steely,
Margaret Shuffett; Beth Belote;
Tee 3 -. Mary Bogard, Anna Mary
Adams, Rowena Cullom. Pat Claypool,
Tee 4 - Betty Lowry, Lesa Carver,
EdIth Garrison, Rebecca Landolt;
Tee S - Evelyn Jonos Sue Callahan, Norman Frank, Betty Scott;
Tee 6 - Frances Hulse, Sue Outland, Ann Brown, Barbara Gray;

Winners of play on Wednesday, April 26, have been released
by Betty Jo Purdom and Betty
Scott, hostesses, as follows:
Championship flight - Mary
Bogard, Betty Jo Purdom;
'First flight - Toni Hppson, Freda Steely;
Second flight - Edith Garrison,
Billie Cohoon;
Third flight - Billie Wilson,
Martha Sue Ryan;
Low putts
lnus Orr.

Tuesday
Sunshine Center, Alford, Amy Carrawy, Mrs. Patten
Wednesday
Opal Waldrop, Thelma Brown,
Deenies, Mackey, Crcruse, Kay Ray.
Thursday
Judy,Black. Carlene1 Larhb,- Herman
Darnell, Sue Bazzell, Howard Bazzell,
Pace

Oaks'ladies plan activities
Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club wilj- he Wednesday,
May 3.
Bndgc will be played at 9:30
a.m. with Florence Hensley,
phone 753-0437, as hostess.
The first ladies: day -golf play
.•

for 1995 will start at 9:3() a.m.
Wednesday
Hostesses will be Crystal Parks
and Pam Kelly.
Pairings will be made at the
tei All lady golfers of the Oaks
Club arc urged to Come for this
opening day of play for 1951)5

,-.44•44414.44•44.4.
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Dexter/senior activities/9:3a
a.m./Dexter Center
Alcoholici Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314
Westside Baptist Church everts
include Vacation Bible School Clinic/7
pm

BRIDAL
,(41.
REGISTRY 413114'i

Pier 1 Imports_ is
pleased to have Marla
Sutherland, bride-elect of Ashley Poyner, join
our registry by choosing
pottery and decorative
accessories.
University

Plaza • Chestnut St.
753-1851

You're Invited To Attend
.CCHS CLASS OF '85 10 YEAR CLASS REUNION
Executive Inn, Paducah
Saturday, June 24th, 1995
$50.00. per Couple
7 p.m. Social Hour 8 p.m. Supper (Buffet) 9 p.m.-12 a.m. Dance
To reserve a Hotel Room 1-800-844.,4636-Neriaon CCHS for. diXount)
Make Checks Payable To: CCHS Class Of 1985
Send TO: Vona Callimore
Route One, Murray, Kentucky, 42071
We must have your check by May 15th for Supper orders!!
Hope To See You There!!!

fi

Across from the YMCA
Between LA Optical & Animal Hospital

Rab»;ri. 5 4
Your Formal Wear Profesesionals
Men's, Women's & Children's In Stock

$29.99

Sales & Rentals Starting at
- Area's Largest Supplier
Tuxedos - All Siyliss Available
New Gowns & Accessories Arriving Daily
Downtown • 304 Mein
Murray, KY

•

Merl imports

Tee 7 - Betty Jo Purdom, Diane Villanova, Faira Alexander, Francbs
Richey;
Tee 8 - lnus Orr, Toni Hopson,
Cathryn Garrott, Martha Sue Ryan
Tee 9 - Veneta Sexton, Peggy
Shoemaker,. Billie Cohoon, Nancy
Haverstock.

Bookmobile lists schedule
The Bookmobile of Calloway
County Public Library has-scheduled runs on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, May -2, 3 and
4.
Ginny Morgan, bookmobile
librarian, has released her schechile as follows:
•

First Christian Church events include
Boy Scout Troop 77 at 6:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Betty Sfedd Group wDebbie Settle/7
P.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons/WO p.m./lodge hall.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7-9
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
i Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m 'Water Valley
Community Center.
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
meeting/8 pm„American Legion Building. South Sixth and Maple Streets
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314_
YMCA events include Beginning
Slide/5 p.m./University - Branch
Info1759-9622 or 759-9699.
Tuesday, May 2
Family Support Group at West View
Nursing Home/5 p.m.
Calloway County Genealogical
Society/2:30, p.m./Annex of Calloway
County Public Library.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m/Chamber of Commerce.
Info/Jeanne, 753-0224 or Pamela.
753-8863.
Kappa Department Of Murray
Woman's Club/6 30 p.m
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9.30
a.m. and Story Hour 1030 a.m.
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
p.m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Hospice Volunteer Training,8 a.m -4
p.m./Education Unit, Third Flood.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Preregistration required/762-1389.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Goshen United
Methodist - Church/8 .30-11:30 a.m.,
STone Story at Kirksey/12.30-3 p.m.
Murray Art Guild open 10 a.m,-3 p.m
Cancer Support Group/3
p.m./Education Unit of Murray,
GalloWay County Hospital.
Info/762-1100.
Murray Optimist clot 630
p.m./Christopher's . Restaurant. , Coffee Break/9.30 a m.,.Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Bingo/7 p.m ,'Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky #34.
First Presbyterisn Church..6 p
Hardin TOPS Chapter/7 p.m. Hardin
Library.

Tuesday.,.Mair -2
First Christian Church events include
CWF Group 11 10 30 am /Log Cabin
Restaurant
First Presbyterian Church events
include College Fellowthipq
First United Methodist Church events
include UMW Executive meeting/9
a m Quitters in Social Hall./9.30 a.m.;
UMW general meeting..10 a m ; Disci
ple II Bible Study/6 p m,. Mother
Daughter banquet.6 p m
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day Outs; a m. and 3 p.m.;
General WMU/9 30 a m . Dorothy
Group/1 1 a m./Jo Oakley. Lome Moon
Group/11 a m at church, Kathleen
Jones/10:30 a m , Dorothy Group/11
a m wlionnie Orr, Reita Moody's
, Sunday School social/6.30 p.m. w/Jan
- Tabers: Bea Walker Group/7 p m.
Grace Baptist Church events include
Library open/10-11 30 a.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include -Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Weigh to Win 1030 a.m.; MSU
Bible Study/8.15 pm
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 7:30
a.m.-4 p.m. Info/753-0576
Murray Moose Lodge events include
officers meeting/7 p m., regular
meeting/7 p..m
Senior Breakfast at C-urris- -Center
banquet room, Murray State/8 a.m.
Info/762-6832
Music Honors Qay Assembly Farrell
Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State/1:30 p.m.
Senior recital by Traci Mathis/8
p.m./Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. and
1:30-430 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
YMCA events include Aerobics
Step/6 a.m ./12th Street; Advanced
Slide/5 p.m,/University; Swim
Lessons/7:30 i.m., Lap Swim/8:30
a.m,/Carr Health. Info/759-9622 or
759-9699.

25 Yews
In Busk**,

Court Squarejj
Parts, TN
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Roy's Discount Pharmacy
)our Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money
M-It 9 a.m.41 p.m Sat ea m.-7 pm Sun. I -S p m
Hwy
N Olympic Plata
7s1-21t4t,

UPS
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• BASEBALL: Calloway a Mayfield —
II SOFTBALL: Calloway a Paducah Tilghman — 430
Murray a Fulton
— 4-45
II TENNIS: Callowa'f a Lone Oak — 4
Graves at Murray — 4

NEW YORK — The average baseball salary
declined nearly 10 percent following the strike,
caused largely UV expanded rosters. A study by
Associated Press showed the average was
- 81,073,582, a drop of 9.7 percent from
$1188,679 on opening day last season.

Shaeffer's homer pacifies Torre
\i

*Cards manager
forgets protest
The Associated Press
Another day in baseball and
more disputes between managers
and replacement umpires.
The big one Sunday was in
New York, where St. Louis manager Joe Torre was tossed out
after home plate umpire Frank
Bettina negated a run and a possible big inning when he ruled Jose

Oquendo was inside the restraining line on a wild throw to first
base.
Torre was'ejected and protested the game, but withdrew the
protest after Danny Shaeffer, his
third-string catcher, hit a threerun homer to give the Cardinals a
3-0 win over the Mets. The
33-year-old Shaeffer, who had
just seven career home runs, was
in the game to catch Kevin
Urbani, who limited The Mets to
three hits in six innings.
"All I wanted him to do is
handle Urbani," Torre said. "As

it turns out, he gave us a bonus
with the home run."
Thee was also a dispute in
Chicago, where Montreal beat the
Cubs 4-2, Chicago's first loss
after four wins, and another in
Los Angeles, where the Atlanta
Braves beat the Dodgers 6-3.
In other games, Houston beat
Colorado 3-1, handing the Rockies their first loss; Florida won its.
first, 10-3 in San Francisco, and
San Diego beat CincinetEr 7-6.
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia was
raine0 out.
Intlbw York, Shaeffeet homer

off Bobby Jones (0-1) was made
possible in an inning extended by
the second of two throwing errors
by Bobby Bonilla, the Mets' third
baseman. Bonilla also made an
error that set up the dispute
between Torre and Bettina,
throwing the ball into right field
on a ground ball to give the
Cards rurtners on first and second
with none out in the second.
Jose Oquendo then bunted in
front of the plate and catcher
Kelly Stinnett's throw was high
and wide of first baseman Rico
Brogna as John Mabry scored and

Shaeffer and Oquendo ended up
at second and third.
But Bettina, invoking a rarely
called rule, negated the play,
called Oquendo out and sent the
runners back to first and second.
That set off Torre.
Bettina said it was a judgment
call, but Tone claimed it was the
rules.
"
- I don't deny that Oquendo
had one foot out of the restraining line, butThe umpire went out
of his way to make the wrong
call," Torre said.

Celtics rebound •
from worst loss,
surprise Orlando

1111"11—
.
11111111

Series now shifts
to Boston Garden
By FRED GOODALL
AP Sports Writer

NBA PLAYOFFS
FIRST ROUND
(Bost•of4)
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Boston 99, Orlando 92, series bed 1-1
Indiana 105, Atlanta 97, Pacen lead soros
Cleveland 90, New York 84, ones tied 1 1
Charlotte 106, Chicago 89, series bed 1 1

20

WESTERN CONFERENCE
ORLANDO, Fla.(AP) — The Boston
San Anton', 122, Denver 96, Spurs lead senes 20
Celtic's' don't have to go home and hide.
Phoenix 103, Portland 94, Suns lead sef106 20
Houston 140, Utah 126, series bed 1.1
'
The only team to make the NBA playA Lairtbs 84, Seattle 82. sense tied 11
offs with a losing record saved face
Sunday, bouncing back from the most
lopsided defeat in franchise history with more than five minutes down the stretch
. a 99-92 victory over Orlando that 'anti! Dennis Scott made a 3-pointer with
evened their first-round, best-of-5 series five seconds left.
, at one game apiece.
Anfernee Hardaway led Orlando with
The Celtics also snatched the home- 26 points. Shaquille O'Neal had 22, but
court advantage from the Magic, who took only four shots in the second half
have struggled on the road the last half as the Magic struggled to get him
of the season despite finishing with the involved in the offense.
best record in the Eastern Conference
"We as a team, I guess, maybe rested
and their first Atlantic Division title. on our laurels," said Horace Grant, the
Orlando looked unbeatable in routing only Orlando player with extensive
the Celtics 124-77 Friday night. Howev- playoff experience.
er, the team's youth and postseason
"You really can't explain it. I saw it
inexperience showed in Game 2, which coming in the warmups. We just didn't
Boston controlled from the start.
have it. I said to the guys: 'These are
"Any time you get beat by that many the Celtics. They're a team with a lot of
points, you want to go run and hide. We pride'
were determined not to let that happen
"Guys weren't loose. It was tense out
today," said Boston's Dominique Wilk-- there. You could look into some of the
ins. "We felt good about this game. We guys' eyes and tell they weren't
really did. We felt that we could come focused."
in and get a win. We kept pushing, we
Games 3 and 4 will be played at Bosheld our poise and we got that win." ton Garden on Wednesday and Friday.
Wilkins scored 24 points and Sher- While Orlando was 1-1 this season at
man Douglas had 20 points and 15 the storied arena, which will be closed
assists after being held to eight points after the playoffs, it hasn't been playing
AP file photo
on 2-for-I3 shooting in the opener. Dec with the confidence necessary to win on
Boston's Dee Brown (7) was One of several heroes as the Celtics shocked Orlando 99-92 Sunday
Brown scored 21 for the Celtics, whe
to even their Eastern Conference playoff series at one game apiece. tt was the Magic's first home
held Orlando without a field goal for II See Page 6
loss to an Eastern Conference team this season.
,

HENLEY

Henley opts
for position
at Duquesne
with Edgar
Staff Report
Murray Ledger 8. Times
_
-- -Murray State assistant
coach
11vid Henley has accepted an
assistant coaching position on
Scott Edgar's Duquesne University staff..
Henley, a restricted earnings
coach for the Racers, follows
Racer assistant Nikita Johnson
to Pittsburgh, Pa. Edgar, who
spent four years at MSU, was
hired at Duquesne on April 4.
Henley met with first-year
Racer head coach Mark Gottfried last week, but Gottfried
,wasn't expected to name his
coaching staff until he returned
from a short vacation on
Wednesday.
Though only 29-years-old,
Henley spent five seasons on
the MSU bench, beginning in
1990 under Steve Newton. In
1991, Henley stayed on at MSU
under Edgar.
In all, Henley was a part of
four Ohio Valley Conference
championships. For most of his
five „seasons, Henlej handled
on-the -floor coaching, Racer
basketball camps, and travel
arrangements.
A graduate of Carlisle County, Henley starred on the '83
Comets basketball team that
lost to Lexington 'Henry Clay
35-33 in a memorable state
championship. game.
Henley received his bachelor's degree from Southern Illinois University and his master's
degree from Murray State. Hen•See Page 6

Hornets',big lineup stuffs Bulls
Jordan's 32 can't
lift Chicago to win
By WENDY E. LANE
AP Basketball Writer
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) —
Everyone knew all along what
the Chicago Bulls' weakness was.
When the Charlotte Hornets
decided to attack it, even Michael
Jordan couldn't do much about it.
By: switching to a big lineup,
the Hornets exposed the Bulls'
vulnerability up front and ran
away with a 106:-.)39 victory Sunday, evening their first-round
playoff series 1-1.
Early in the third quarter. Hornets coach Allan Bristow teamed

Larry Johnson and Alonio
Mourning with 7-foot, 41.-year old Rdbert Parish. Suddenly, a,
64-61 Bulls lead was a 73-67
Charlotte advantage, and Chicago
watched jumper after jumper
bounce off the rim and into the
hands of a Hornets player.
"Going big increased their
opportunities for offensive
rebounds," said Jordan, who had
32 points in the Bulls' biggest
loss since he came out of retirement March 19. "We settled for
a lot of outside shots and that
Was our mistake. They controlled
the boards, and that was the
difference."
After a first half in which Chicago shot 61 percent, the Bulls
made only 12 of 42 field goals in

the second. And a front line of cago for Games 3 and 4 on TuesWill Perdue, Bill Wennington
day and Thursday nights.
and Scottie Pippcn was no match
And the Hornets will stick to
for Charlotte's muscle.
their strategy.
"When you makh a team miss
"They know that when they
shots, suddenly you have a lot
come in the paint," Hornets formore cards you can play," Brisward Kenny Gattison said,
tow said.
"there's going to be somebody
If the Hornets weren't sending
flying at them. There's going to
Johnson inside, they were setting
be a body on them, and they're
up Mourning or Dell Curry outgoing to get hit.
side. On the other end, they dom"That's the kind of basketball
inated the boards. Fifteen of
you don't want to play, but I hapMourning's season-high 20
reboundk came on the defensive •See Page 6
end.
-Johnson firrtShed with 25
points and Mourning had 23 to
Michael Jordan scored 32 points
give the Hornets, losers in overSunday, but it wasn't enough to load
time on Friday night, a boost as
the Bulls past Charlotte.
the best-of-5 series shifts to Chi-

g:

Outlandish Rodman leads Spurs' rout of Nuggets
By KELLEY SHANNON
Associated Press. Writer
SAN ANTONIO (AP) — Dennis Rodman, sporting a new
\ blond • hairdo inscribed with'the
- bright red symbol of an AIDS
awareness ribbon, was•the picture
• of benevolence Sunday night.
Then be stepped onto the
basketball court, and he *as combative, „relentless and victorious.
Rodman scored 19 points and

grabbed 16 rebounds to lead the
San Antonio Spurs past the Denver Nuggets 122-96 and give San
Antonio a 2-0 advantage in their
Western Conference series:.
"I can shoot free throws and
go to the basket. People don't
reatize.that I can'," Rodman said.
"I like to let other people do
those things. I love to do the dirty work and rebound."
Rodman issued a bold chal-

lenge to the other Spurs.
"I would like to see my team
prove to me that they have the
guts that it takes to win the
championship,". he said. "Every
'year this team has seemed to lose
in the first round or two. That
docin't mean anything. We've
just got to keep ping."
The best-of-5 series continues.
Tuesday in Denver. where the
Nuggets must win to avoid play-

•

lab

off elimination. Last year, Denver
was down 0-2,to Seattle and rallied to win the series.
Mahmoud Abdul-Rauf led the
Nuggets in _scoring Sunday with21 points. Dale Ellis and Bryant
Stith each added 16.
-''Let's face it.'' said Denver's
Brian Williams, "they're a great
ball club. We almost have to play
a perfect game to beat them. We
didn't • do that:"

Nuggets coach Bernie Bicker- the second period with a field
staff said his team seemed intimi- goal followed by a' 3-pointer, and
Rodman finished it before interdated Carly in the game.
,San Antonio outscored Denver mission with three consecutive
34-16 in ihe seccind quarter. Sun- baskets. . The Spurs set a franchise playday to tabu a 60-39 advantage at off record with ciglft 3-pointers
halftime. The Spurs hit seven of in the gime, surpassing the six
their first eight shots in the third San 'Antonio had against Phoenix.
period and led 91-67 on 57 per- in 1993.
cent shooting.
San Antonio shot 51 percent.
Chuck Person ignited ,the to Denver's 40 percent from the
Spurs' scoring barrage early in field.

.
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SEMO wins series
Aren't You
from MSU 'Brecis Glad There's

IISports Briefs
MS4) TRACK

MSU teams take firsts at Twilight meet
The Murray State Racer and Lady Racer track teams had
seven first-place performances at the annual Twilight Invitational at MSU's Roy Stewart Stadium Saturday.
Murray State's Charmaine Thomas was an easy winner in
the 800-meters in a time of 2:12.4 while Lady Racer teammate Phyllis Jackson won the 400-meter hurdles in 1:04.3.
On the men's side, Marcus McDaniel won the 110-meter
hurdles in 15.3 while Lyndon Hepburn won the 400-meter
hurdles in 52.5.
MSU relay teams in the men's 4x100-meter relay and both
4x400-meter relay [Cams scored wins.
Former Murray State All-American Heather Samuel won
both the 100-meters and the 200-meters on the women's side,
running .11.2 and 23.3, respectively.
GOLF

Stewart beats Hoch for Houston Open
THE WOODLANDS, Texas (AP) — Payne Stewart made a
3-foot par putt on the first hole of a playoff with Scott
Hoch to win the Houston Open on Sunday.
Stewart, who earned 5252,000 for his first victory since
the 1991 U.S. Open, birdied No. 18 to finish regulation with
a 4-under-par 68 and a 1-2-under 276 total on the TPC at
The Woodlands. Hoch, who had a six-stroke lead with seven
holes to go, double-bogeyed No. 17 to drop one •back, but
tied Stewart with 35-foot birdie putt on No. 18 for a 3-over
75.

TAI.L.ADF.GA, Ala. (AP) - - Mark Martin won the biggest
race of his career, passing Dale Eatnhardt with two laps to
go Sunday and holding off Jeff Gord6n by 0.18 seconds to
win the Winston Select 500.
The victory was the 15th for Martin,- but his first in one
of •NASCAR's Big Four — the Daytona 5(X), the Winston
Select 500, the Coca-Cola 600 and the Southern 500. He
averaged 178.901 mph in his Ford Thunderbird.
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With a 79-74 lead entering the
fourth quarter,. Charlotte scored
12 straight points to go up 91-76
with 7:18 to play. Curry capped
the run with a 1-pointer and an
18-footer.
Meanwhile, the Bulls missed
six straight shots during a stretch
in which Jordan shot an air ball
from behind the 3-point line with
nobody near him. •
Ile came back with three
' straight 3-pointers to cut the lead
rs
to. seven with 3:31 remaining.
Armstning got out on a
break but was blocked from
behind by Hersey Hawkins as he
went flip for a layup. The play
stole the last of the Bulls'
momentum.
As the clock wound down,
MoUrning and Johnson were hugging and slapping hands. _
At halftime, Johnson had only
nine points and Mourning eight.
Then the _Hornets started running.
"We got our inside-outside
game going, and Dell hit some
shots," Bristow said. "But it was
really our big lineup that has sort
of taken care of business the last
two games."
Pippen, who scored only eight
points in the Bulls' 108-1(X) overtime win on Friday, finished with
18. Armstrong added 13 for
Chicago.
Johnson and Mourning took
control of the game in the third
period, leading a 14-3 spurt that
gave the Hornets a 73-67 lead
with 2:37 left in the quarter.
"I 'think we got a little happy
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger 8. Times
Southeast Missouri took two of
three games from Murray State in
Ohio Valley Conference baseball
action at Reagan Field over the
weekend.
With the losses, Murray fell to
20-26 overall, 9-8 in OVC play.
SEMO improved to 27-19 overall
and 11-6 in the OVC.
The action opened Saturday
with SEMO taking a 5-4 win in
11 innings. Murray State led 4-1
"after three innings but the Indians
recovered with single runs in the
fifth, sixth and seventh innings to
tie the game and send it into
extra innings. SEMO out-hit . Murray 14-9.
Kurt Muskopf was 3-for-5 for the
Breds while Craig Dclk and Tom
O'Brien were both 2-for-S. Matt

with outside shots in the beginning of the third quarter after we
established a lead," Bulls coach
Phil Jackson said. "We ended up
taking some quick shots instead
of settling in and playing our
game."
Despite Chicago's hot shooting
in the first half, the lead was only
two at halftime.
• Charlotte started the second
quarter with a 12-2 run capped by
Curry's 3-pointer for a 37-30 lead
with 9:01 left before, halftime.
Jordan and Pippen quickly
brought the Bulls back.
Jordan scored 11 points before.
the -half was over, and Pippen hit
back-to-back 3-pointers to put the
Bulls 'back on top. Steve Kerr's 3
gave Chicago, which made 11' of
16 field goal attempts in the second quarter, a 54-52 halftime
lead.
Jordan made eight of his 12
shots in the half but was 5-of-13
after that. Now he will head back
to the United Center, a home
court that han't been much of an
advantage for him.

III Henley...
FROM PAGE 7
Icy pitched for the Saluki baseball team before joining Rich
Herrin's basketball staff as a
student assistant. Racer assistants Ken Roth
and Scott Sivills remain in Murray and will await Gottfried's
decision on a staff.

Pervis Ellison, Eric Montross and
Dino Radja taking turns sacrificing their bodies to keep the NBA
scoring champion away from the
basket.
Douglas and Brown, meanwhile, carried the Celtics down
the stretch. Both hit 3-pointers
with the shot clock winding-down
tolielp Boston maintain an eightpoint lead, then Douglas threw in
a I3-foot running jumper to hold
off Orlando's last challenge.
The loss was only the third at
home this season for the Magic,
who were 29-0 at Orlando Arena
against Eastern Conference opponents before Sunday's game.
Grant didn't mince _words
when he tatted about what the
Magic have to do in Game 3.
"We're frontrunners. ... We
can't play' from behind," he said.
"so I think it's a must game"
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Here's who to count
on for quality
insurance.
David R. King is the person to
for quality(;range
• Insurance for Vryormitcr,-homr,
life or business
like how
Grange can meet your needs
while saving ‘on money Call
Or visit SOOO to 110 0111 more

901 Sycamore, Murray
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YOUR CAREFREE
VACATION
STARTS HERE

TheitztVMart

VISA

509 Lone Oak Rd.
Hannan Shopping Plaza
OPEN 8 A.M. to 10 P.M.
Fri.8 Sat. 'til 11 P.M.

UM

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL
Offer Goad Thru May.31, 1995

Sunday, May 7 — 1:30 p.m.
Tickets 112 per person.
Reiently named Racer
basketball coach Mark
Gottfried will be the
special guest for Sunday's banquet. Gottfried
was hired on April 25 to
replace coach Scott
Edgar who left for
-Duquesne University
after leading the Racers
to the 1994-95 OVC title.
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753-9627
Like a good rieighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

MAJOR LEAGUES

INSURANCE
1111
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Jane Rogers Ins.

Curris Center Ballroom

iter-

Call Today! For Trial Program

'See me for all your family insurance needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray

MSU Basketball Banquet
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"Tae Kwon Do is the best
thing I've ever done
for my child!'

Sponsored, By
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Tae Kwon Do
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a

The Kentucky
Network

count on

the road the past month.
Orlando lost 16 of its last-20.
road games during the regular
season, including seven straight
in April. The Magic is just 2-10
at Boston Garden in six seasons
— 2-5 during the Shag era -- and
also lost to the Celtics in Hartford, Conn., this year.
"I hope they can feel those old
ghosts coming out," said Boston's Sherman Douglas. "The
series is not over.
"It's going to be tough, but
there's a lot of pressure on them.
We like that."
Orlando trailed 13-72 after
three quarters, but missed 19 of
23 shots in the last period. Hardaway and Nick Anderson were a
combined 2-for-I3, while O'Neal
was 1-for-2 from the field and
3-for-4 from the foul line with

I

Irrr

To report local news call 753-1916
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Martin takes Winston Select 500

_

Rider's work
key to 3-0 win

•Celtics...

AUTO RACING

te

Seely was the Icising-pitcher
In the first game- of Sunday's
doubleheader, MSU's Aaron Rider tossed a five-hit shutout in
leading the 'Breds.to a 3-0 win.
Murray scored once ih the second inning and added two. more
scores in the fourth to get the
win. Murray had seven hits with
Eddie Doyle, Donny Kelley and
Chris Williams getting two hits
each.
In the deciding game of the
series Sunday, SEMO used a
five-run fifth inning to pull away
to a 7-3 win. •
The Indians out-hit Murray
2-6. Ian Suchomel, Donny Kelley. Keith Gallagher and Eddie
Doyle all doubled for Murray.
Adam Wilson was the losing
pitcher to fall to 1-8 on the
season.
Murray State is off until Saturday, when it visits Tennessee
Tech for a doubleheader, followed by single games May 7
and 8 to close out the regular
season

7
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$1495

Includes 5 quarts Oil, Filter, Lube, Check All Fluid
Levels, Belts, Howes, Tire Pressure and Visual Tire
Check For Defects.

AIR CONDITIONING SPECIAL
Otter Good Thru May 31, 1995
Entire system machine checked for performance. Entire system checked for leaks. •

Total Price

$3695

Includes 1 lb.
Freon if needed.
,

West Main Citgo
14 17 West Main

753-2593
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DEATHS

BERNARD KANE/Ledge & Tones polo

Led Roberts and Nicola West join County JudgalExiaitivs J.D.
Nams and County Aftomay David Harrington in proclaiming May 1 as
Law Day. in Calloway County.

Mrs. Myrtie H. Bucy

Mrs. Mavis Catherine Bucy

• Mn. Myrtle H. Bitty, 22, South Eighth Stteet. Murray. died today.
May 1, 1995. at 3:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Cherry Corner Baptist Church. Born June 28,
1912. in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Mikis
Hendrix and Edith Evans Hendrix. Two daughters also preceded her in
death.
Survivors include her husband. Rudy H. Bucy; one daughter, Mrs.
Dorothy Barrow and husband, Dale, Murray; two sons, Jimmy Dale
Duey and wife, Jenna. Rt. 4. Murray, and Bobby Joe Bucy and wife.
Lavin*, Grand Rapids, Mich.; two sisters, Mrs. Janie Edwards, Murray, and Mrs. Maude Weber and husband, Howard, Peoria, Ill.; 11
grandchildren; several great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. John Denham and the Rev. R.J. Burpoe
will officiate. Burial will follow in Hicks Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Tuesday.

Mrs. Mavis Catherine Bucy, 80. Bagwell Boulevard, Murray, died
Sunday, April 30, 1995, at 7:15 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
A retired employee of Sears, she was a member of New Mt. Cannel
Baptist Church, New Concord.
One son, Shirley S. Bucy, died in 1969. Born July 12, 1914, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Robert (Bob) Smith
and Cordie Elkins Smith.
Survivors include her husband, Willis N. Bucy, to whom she was
married on May 30, 1934; one son, Lonnie H. Bury and wife. Marlene, Detroit, Mich.; one sister, Mrs. Madie Perry, Murray; nine
grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.
Funeral rites will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of 1.11. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Randy Kuykendall and the Rev. Sammy
Cunningham will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

Mrs. Emily Lane Braden

Mrs. Nora Lee Sills

The funeral mass for Mrs. Emily Lane Braden was today at 11 a.m.
at Immaculate Catholic Church, Owensboro. Burial was in Resurrection Cemetery, Owensboro, with arrangements by Glenn Funeral
Home.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to the
Mary and B.K. Lane Scholarship Fund, c/o Madisonville Area Vocational School, Madisonville, or Hospice Association, P.O. Box 1403,
Owensboro.
Mrs. Braden, 48, of 2234 Ponder Place, Owensboro, died Thursday,
April 27, 1995, at her home.
Survivors include one daughter, Ellen Braden, and three sons,
Jonathan Braden, Jim Braden and Nathan Braden, all of Owensboro;
one sister, Mrs. Linda Lane Overby, Murray; ttree aunts, Mary Lou
Blain, Providence, and Jessie Ruth McConnell and Dorothea Lane,
Hopkinsville; six maternal aunts in Canada.;. several nieces and
nephews.

Mrs. Betty Jean Osborne
BERNARD KANE/Ledger II Times

Mrs. Betty Jean Osborne, 61, 1160 Burnetts Chapel Rd., Mayfield,
Farmington community, died Sunday, April 30, 1995, at 12:30 a.m. at
her home.
She attended Burnetts Chapel United Methodist Church and was an
employee of Dillon Manufcturing Company, Mayfield.
Born Jan. 4, 1934, in Graves County, she was the. daughter of the
late James McClure and Levada I. Johnson McClure. Also preceding
her in death were three sisters, Mrs. Grace Powell, Mrs. Barbara Cherry and Ms. Peggy McClure.
Survivors include her husband, Harland Osborne; one daughter,
Mrs. Becky Wadlington, Cuba; two sons, Rusty Osborne, Bell City,
and Mickey Osborne, Graves County; one sister, Mrs. Patsy Young,
South Fulton, Tenn.; one brother, Floyd McClure, Tr -City; five
grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesdayat 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Chuck Burns and the Rev. Charles Jackson
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Steve McCuan, Dennis, steve, Terry and Wayne
McClure, and Robert Clymer. Burial will follow in Cuba Church of
Christ Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 9 p.m. today
(Monday).

photo

Attorney Robert 0. Miller joins with Shelley Reagan of the Law Day
Cominittee, t Lori Roberts of the Western Kentucky Paralegal Association, City Attorney Don Overbey and Mayor Bill Cherry in proclaiming
May 1 as-Law Day in the City of Murray.

HOG MARKE,T
Falderal Date Market News Sank* May 1, 1995
Kestacky hearse Arm Hog Markel Report Iscbmiss 3
Mobil Statism Receipts Act. III E.150 Barrow A
Gilts seaway .25 Mem SOWS Mrs*
15 1-2 2311.254I lbs.
S3t75-33.25
LS 14 2111-2211
S3.75-31.2.5
LS 2.3 2311-2115 lbs.
S3115.32.75
I S 3-4 240-270 lbs.
5.11.25-32.15

Sows
LS 1-2 2711-3541
XS 1-3 31111-41111 lbs.
US 1-3 4114-525 PIC
US 1-3 525 asil up lb..
LS 2-3 3011-5119
Bean $19.50-24.1011

521.66-Kell

teLeelsis
121116-31.14
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Specializing In Custom Kitchen Cabinets, Vanities & Furniture
ALL SOLID OAK • NO PARTICLE BOARD
FINISHED OR UNFINISHED

William Franklin Rose

us YoUf lifeasurements-:Well Build To Stot YouLr Needs."
Open Monday-Friday 9-6, Saturday 9-1
Hwy. 94 East, 3 mileS from Murray •753-0961

'Give

William Franklin Rose, 73, 1871 Olive Hamlet Rd., 'Benton, died
Sunday, April, 30, 1995, at 4:30 p.m. at his home.
A retired employee of SKW at Calvert City, he was a veteran of
World War II and a member of Olive Baptist Church and T.L. Jefferson Lodge 622 of Free and Accepted Masons.
Preceding him in death were two sisters, Fiery Anderson and Margaret Rose; half brother, Ed Rose; and his parents, Harlic Rose and
Ettie York Rose.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Hazel Rose; three daughters, Mrs.
Judy Lovett and husband, Danny, Mrs. Janet Darnall and husband,
Carl, and Mrs. Sharon Inman and husband, Ricky, and one son, Steve
Rose and wife, Cindy, all of Benton; two sisters, Mrs. Lillie Nanncy
and Mrs. Mary Dick; and one brother, Toy Rose, all of Hardin; seven
grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.
Services will be Tuesday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. Glenn Cope and the Rev. Charles Simmons
will officiate. Burial will follow in Hamlet Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).
Masonic rites will be at 8 p.m. tonight.

•

TIRES•TIRES•TIRES
• *New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance
Owners Gerrald Boyd and Ronnie Melon

WAREHOUSE
400 Industrial Rd.
TIRE
753-1111

THE U.S.A.
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Compare Our
Price & Coverage

Guy Turner

- For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

- Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross •
Office Hours: Mon.-Frl. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

600 Main St.

7534489

Final rites for Guy Turner were Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. R.J. Ilurpoe officiated.
Mrs. Olivenc Erwin was organist.
Pallbearers were Dennis Crawford, Virrus Vickers, Mike Jump,
Chad Turner, Tracey Calhoun and Jim Suiter, active; Steve Owens
and members of Kentucky State Police, honorary. Burial was in Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Turner, 71, South Seventh Street, Murray, died,Thursday, pril
27, 1995, at 6:25 p.m. at his home. ,
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I Get Your FREE
Full Spinal Examination!
9 Numb Eixids
10 ElLirsitts •
11 Pain down Irv12_.....
Muscle S'PasrrS•

13
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. 16

ac-es and pans T^.s examinaton norma:y costs $3000 Or more It wi:: include a
c•• rooractic orTtopectic test, a chiropractic neuro;ogeai test, a blood pressure test, a spinal
. a rrnent check. an examinabon for restncted or excess motor,. in the spine, kmusde
strengltiness test. and a pt vale consultation wt the doctor to discuss the results
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CompletelY-In-The-Canal

Dr Dennis L Hesketk DC,

The Kentucky Victims' Coalition-.
has named•Sen. Jeff Green(D-Mayfield) as its Legislator of the Year.
The coalition, established in
1991, is a statewide organization
made up of representatives from
both public and private sectors who
seek to improve the plight of victims
in Kentucky.
Green's selection, according to
Coalition President Michael Shroth,
was due to the 1st District Senator's
work on behalf of victims on many
front.
Shroth cited Green's leadership
as one reason why a majority Of
legislation relating to child sexual
abuse passed the 1994 General
Assembly.
Green also serves as co-chairman
of the Domestic Violence Task
Force.
"His exceptional-leadership on
that panel is being felt at the state
and national level," Shroth said.
"His successes at legislative reform
are also the successes of every

James A. Schwartz., F1CF, West
Kentucky state manager for the
Woodmen of the World Life Insurance Society, has qualified for
membership in • the President's
Clubs, national President John G.
Bookout announced.
SchWartz's membership in the
senior executive section qf the President's Clubs is in recognition of
outstanding insurance sales production and professional conduct during the past oyear.
• Schwartz, of Murray, and other
members of the Clubs will be guests
of Bookout at a July meeting in
Vancouver and Alaska.
Woodmen is the largest fraternal
benefit societies in the United
States.
The Society's g56,000 members,
who hold one million certificates,
belong to 3,000 lodges throughout
the United States. Woodmen lodges
conduct fraternal projects of benefit
to members and their communities.

•Excellent high frequency response
•Amplifies sound deep in the ear canal
•Less wind noise
•Nearly invisible

SAVE S100 WITH THIS COUPON

CALL TOLL *FREE 1-800-949-5728
Flurry.. this offer expires 5126195

STONE
-LANG CO.
'HEARING AID CENTER

HESKETT.CHIROPRACTIC CENTER " 59-11,1.6 1
...
301 N 12111 Si(at University Square) Murray, KY 42071

206 South 4th • Murray

.‘,..

MEN

•

battered woman in the Commonwealth. With this as his recognized
guiding principle, Senator Green
has Won the appreciation and respect of victim advocates statewide."
In reacting to his selection Green
would
said, "There's no award
rather receiv.,-Any progress we'vemade to ease the plight of victims is
well worth the time and energy
we've invested. I can't think of a
better reason to bea public servant."
Green represcrUs_Carlisle,Calloway, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, and
Trigg Counties in the Kentucky
Senate. He has served since 1992:
Inceuttnents Since 1854

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Schwartz
qualifies

• 30 DAY TRIAL • FREE HEARING TEST
.
.
ic rntire 0,pm/tattoo is FREE
If you want mere care and treatment
the paperwork
wr; dr)

FREE LIMITED TIME OFFER Can for your apOointment TODAY!

L- .... -,FREE...

Sen. Green named

Virtually invisible, the Ultra-CIC
from Qualitone is an entirely new
type of hearing aid. The advantages
are obvious:

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Trght Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careV.0,a4essionai croaractc care can.rolove yeti,

Services for Mrs. Wilma Brittain Stark were Thursday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Calvin Chaffin officiated.
,
Pallbearers were Ray, Tommy, Lonnie Junior, James, Jody and
Danny Brittain, Leonard Liska, Bobby Outland and Gene Wilford.
Burial was in Barnett Cemetery.
Mrs. Stark, 55, Rockford, Ill., died Tuesday, April 25, 1995, at
12:26 a.m. at her home.

Ultra-CIC

YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES'
5 Miness
low Back Pain
Hoadachec - • , 6 'Sore Fttx-iw,
Shoulder Pxn..--- -r..Neek Pam
Arthritis
-7.-: 8 indigestion

Mrs. Wilma B. Stark

Virtually Undetectable Hearing Aids

(NO OBLIGATION - NOi-HING TO PAY)

1
2
'3
4

Mrs. Nora Lee Sills, 87, New Concord, died Saturday. April 29,
1995, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of a Baptist church. Born Jan. 20, 1908, in
Stewart County, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Cleveland
Crutcher awl-Bessie Spiceland Crutcher.
Survivors include her husband, Auburn Sills; two sisters, Mrs. Iola
Cook, Dover, Tenn., and Mrs. Sallie Wimberly, Murray; two brothers.
W.J. Crutcher, Paris, Tenn., and Grover Crutcher, Hazel.
The funeral is today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Anglin Funeral
Home, Dover, Tenn. The Rev. Terry Kirby is officiating. Burial will
follow in Hillcrest Cemetery, Dover.

•

Price

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg .........•035
DJIA Previous Close .....4321.27
Air Products
493/1 • 1/2
AT&T
5054 • 'is
Bell South
M3/1 .4 I/4
Briggs & Stratton
35'is use
Bristol Myers Squibb....6514 sac
CBT Corp. Ky.'
.2311 13'4A
Chrysler
423/. - I.
Dean Foods
2W/1 sec
Exxon
70'/z I
Ford Motor
27 - lis
General Electric-......
+
General MoliA
49/s unc
Goodrich
461/2 Goodyear
37'4 - 34
I B M
941/s •
Ingersoll Rand
3914 unc
li•Mart
133/4 • 'Is
K U Energy
27/
1
4 unc
Kroger
2534 mac
L G & E
381/3 • Vs
Mattel ........... ......
- 11;
McDonald;
1/4
35'/4
Merck
1/2
433/s
J.C. Penney
423/4 - I
Peoples First*
I73/411 181/3A
Quaker Oats
355/1 Schering-Plough
7434 • 'is
Sears
533/s • 3/s
Texaco
683/4
1 1/4
Time Warner
363/1 +
UST
283/4 4. 1/4
Wal-Mart
1334 •

•Hillard Lyons is•market maker in this
stock
roc. unchanged
UNC

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Addqtonal
Intormat.on
/seattabte
Upon Request

Arr..
4;

HIWARD
LYONS

;1
0

C,
Our Rest Investment Is You.
...I tires IL isrs re • limbs NYSE se WC

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

I)

r.

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable. Cars
• Call Us los Bates

Holland Motor Sales
St.
75:1-4461

513 S. 12111

.7.
4•1=

f
•

V
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C
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A
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Audio Services

Lifeguards

Electronic Repair &
Sound Syctern
Installabon
Icar home commeeciah

Applications are
being accepted at
the Murray Calloway County Park
Office for lifeguards. Deadline:
May 10th.
Phone Park Office

753-2031

Happy 4th
Birthday
Casey
Love You,
Papa & Granny
MRS. Teresa Psychic
Reader & advisor. A true
born pyschic, gifted from
Pod 502-554-7904 call for
appointment.
Full Set Acrylic Nails
$20
Hot Wax Manicure
$13
ii
'1;eriefit,

RUTH'S See n Sew will be
soling used name brand
clothes Mon- Sat, 9am5pm. We also do alterations 121 Bypass Murray.
753-6981.

CANCER
INSURANCE

BABYSITTER needed in
my home or yours for children 3,5 & 7. References
required. Phone 753-6836

iree local claim service'

010
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora.
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon -Tues Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches. gyros &
bread slicks Dine-in or
carry out. 474-8119 Or
1-800-649-3804

REOPEN
Nice Hand Embroidery
Linen, Old Trunk Refinished $55, Collectables, Butterfly Pins &
Unique Jewelry:f-bld
Mason Jar With Letter
Missing, Amber Color
Depression
Glass
Clock, McCoy Wishing
Well & Lots More At

Debbie's
This -&- That
Shop
Hwy 94 East 3 miles
out Murray
Hours: Wed -Sat. 10-4,

-Lee
And Found

COMPUTER users
needed Work own hours
$20K to $50K/yr 24 Hours
714-25t-3311x486

LOST Chow puppy in Farmington Tan with black
nose. 20-25 pounds If
found call 753-9764 nights
or I live at Farmington
Square Apt. C-4.
LOST in Coldwater, spade
female Rottweiler- German
Sheppard, with overbite,
missing since 4/20, 65Ibs
Call 489-2544 or 489-2352.
LOST Male Bassett Hound
near Kirksey Hwy & Norsworthy Rd. 489-2510
LOST- Prescription glasses
in black case in Murray. If
found please call
753-3850..
060
Help
Wanted
1000'S WEEKLY, expanding company needs your
help Work in your home,
for tree info send SASE to
SGE Assoc., 811 N 16th,
Suite E. Murray, Ky 42071

Angie!s Shrubs & Ideas
Save on top quality shrubbery, trees,
annual flowers and vegetable plants.
We're open late.

for information.
9600 PER WEEK WITH
NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY! Now hiring
individuals-interested in becoming PROFESSIONAL
TRUCK DRIVERS with
CARRIER PAID TRAIN, ING, See our representative Tuesday, for more information
CALL
1-800-467-3806

No age limit to apply It
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy. For free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

753-1137

762-0325

COOKS, dishwashers &
waitress needed at Ann's
Country Kitchen, day &
night shifts Apply in person
in Murray.
DERMATOLOGY of Murray requires part time office
help. If you can type, work
well with people; have a
pleasant upbeat attitude &
enjoy working in- a small
well run office we want to
hear from you! Please submit resume to 300 S. 8th
St., Suite 281 W., Murray,
KY 42071. All potential candidates wilt be contacted
personally for interview. No
phone calls please.
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students. Call
753-9378 Five days a week
-between 8-00arn-3:00pm
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council. This is an
Equal Opportunity program. Auxiliary aids and services are . available ,upon
'request to individuals with
disabilities.

Hours:
M-F 4:00-7:30 p.m.; Wed. 3:30-6 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Wiswell Rd. past SW school, turn right at 4way stop, 3rd house on left. Watch for sign,_ 'DRIVER Mercer Transportation needs flatbed. van &
Owners Charlie Glisson Al Angie (Thweatt) Gisson
drop deck owner operators
753-6773 after 3:30 for Information
for all fleets No forced dispatch, no company trucks
We are the owner operator
company 800-338-4612.

/ ALPINE
•
booddixdroscoe.
Tapes

clarion' ars
41C .A• Flt

kJ; C. I •=l

Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard luvic

Dixieland Center

763-0113

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
1 5, ACADEMY
A- Southern
11 Baptist School

OPEN FALL 1995
(Grades K-6)
753-6487

437-443.

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for

,
1.
•

MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are noW standardized into 10 plans
offering different lpyels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on an -almost
guaranteed issue- and the policies will
be issued at the lowest available pre-

MURRAY Christian
Academy is accepting applications for teachers,
grades K-6 Call 759-1555
for application

Till

‘Ve represent 7 A.M. -Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the hest
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

NO EXPERIENCE $500
TO $900 WEEKLY/
POTENTIAL PRO0ESS
ING 'MORTGAGE REFUNDS OWN HOURS
(213)891-6026 EXT 1709
(24 HOURS)

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray,

.7534199

'Not

KY

PART time typist needed
for busy physician's olive
Send resume to P 0 Box
1040S Murray
4v71

1.800.455.4199

Mitres
'for Sale

320
FOf _Salo

PRIOR owned diamond
satire engagement ring,
$150 obo 30 AW rifle with
Tosco scope 3030 caliber
$175 obo 435-4335

SAFETY advisors.
$2150/per mo Company
will train, call Mon-Fri
9.m-1pm
only
615-399-8269

2 PIECE curved sectional
sofa with end rediners in
excellent condition Lazy
Boy recliner Full set confidence golf dubs with oversized grip Vita mix juicer
with accessorieS Phone
759-4483

SMALL size wedding dress
with veil, glass lop display
coffee table, video disk
player with movies
753-0789

TAKING applications at
Breaktime Billards for part
time help. Apply in person
759-9303.
070
Domestic
& Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable and experienced, references Call
Linda 759-9553
I WILL sit with elderly anytime Call 753-4590 for
Information
PROFESSIONAL couple
seeks .nanny to provide
care for one child 4 days a
week Full time position
Call I901)593-5005 before
6pm or(901)593-5086 after
6pm
RELIABLE couple, Murray
area will housesit, summer
1995 References, offer deposit. 502 762 6579 ,or
502-753-4161
TEACHER would like to
babysit during the summer
months, days, evenings, or
weekends, very reasonable rates. 759-4659, tutoring also available
WILL babysit in my home
references available, EMT on site
759-2521.
WILL do housecleaning. office & house boats Expert
ence & references Call
Eve 474-2131
100
Business
Opportunity

PAY PHONE
ROUTE
50 Prime Established Locations
Earn $1500 wkly.
Open 24 hrs.
Call
1-8007200-9137
120
Computers
COMPUTER SALESSERVICE- TRAININGHAWKINS RESEARCH.
753-7001..

WANT to buy in excellent
condition playpen and
Little Tike outdoor toys
753-2880

2 STEEL safes at Horton
Lock Shop One 52H x 32w YAMAHA 5CD changer,
x 250, 74H x 36W x 31D, Kenwood amplifier, Boss
burglar resistance., TL speakers, new $1,200, one
rating 753 5980
year old sell, $850
BOGARD trucking and ex- 759-9121
cavating, inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
160
rock, rip rap Mon Fri
Home
8-4pm, 753-2446
Furnishings
CRAFTSMAN tools 1.000 25' ZENITH color
console
piece set plus more, box tv good condition,
$100
top and bottom, $3.000 492 8333 after 5 30pm
value, will sell half price
45" MITSUBISHI Iv, pecan
753-2609
cabinet with doors, remote
E Z GO golf cart. 3 wheeler, control, $4000 new in 1987
red, good condition Call Will sell for $1000
753-2507 after 4prn
502-753-9240
IBM LASER printer
753-5135 after 6pm
195
LIKE new Wolff Sundash
Homy
tanning bed, less than
Equipment
50hrs 492-8737
580 SUPER K extend hoe
MOTORCYCLE helmets. with cab, 1400hrs , like
camping supplies.- camof- new 753-2905
tauge clothing, work boots,
guns & ammo Jerry's
Sporting Goods, Mayfield
247-4704
NEW metal siding & roof
ing Cover 36' cut to length
in 10 colors,. galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable car
port kits 489 2722 or
489-2724

GUNS buy, sell or trade
436 5650

MUSICIANS needed Hard
rock/ alternative band Vocalist lead & rhythm guitarist Must be extremely sari
ous Call 753 5297 be
tween 587pm weekdays
270
Mobile
Horses For Sale
14x70 2BR 2 bath.
513.000 753-6910. after
5pm 437 4371
14x80 3BR 2 bath new
appliances central hitt,
newly remodeled. -great
condition. $14,200 obo
753 4818
1990 14x 70 2BR 2 bath on
wooded lot 489 2161 after
7pm
BUY horn our huge inventory or custom order your
new homes' Our pledge, if
you compare construction,
insulation, options and setup, you will find that Dinkins
will have your best housing
value!' Dinkins Mobiler"
Homes, Inc . Hwy 79E.
Paris. Tn 1-800 642-4891
NEW spring & summer
hours 8 to8 Mon thru Fri 8
to 6 Sat, 1 to 6 Sun Shop
where the . big selections
and bargins are Dinkins..
Mobile Homes. Inc Hwy
79E, Paris.
Tn
1-800-642 4891
NO equity 1995 mobile
home'. already set-up in
park, 16x80. 3br 2 bath
Also LP gas motor fuel tank
and two 25 gal(11001b) LP
gas cylinders and 4 new
Bridgestone R 75 13 tires
(502)759-2454

Now Rentin,:,
Houses,
Apartments and
Duplexes
Quality Units At
Reasonable Prices.

753-2339 or
753-8767
2BR 2 bath duplex ap
pliances furnished wid
hook up central hie
$475/mo, 1 month deposit
year lease no pets
753-2905 or 753-7536
2BR duplex townhouse
triplex house appliances
furnished Rent varies
$350 430 Call 753 1266
for more details
2BR duplex Don t rent till
you see this onel Too many
features to list+ $400/mo
including washer & dryer
753 8734
2BR duplex in Northwood
759 4406
2BR duplex, appliances
furnished, gas heat, deck
wid hook up like new
436-5725

330
Rooms
For Rent
ROOM in town $125m0
753 8292
340
Houses
Rent

NICE spacious 2br frame
house 1 mile . 94E of Mur
ray, 2 fireplaces, garage.
a/c. I300/mo plus deposit
753.00E19

'

EXTRA nice 2br "duplex
For Rent
with carport, gas heat, ap
Or Lease
phances, no pets. deposit &
Homes Foi Rent
lease 1817 Ridgewood' CREEKVIEW Self storage
2BR mobile home, C h/a. $425 753 7457
warehcnises on Center
water furnished $275/mo
Drive behind Shorey's
Coleman RE. 753 9898 .G & L Rental Property an $20 $40/mo 759 4081
nounces openings at
NORTHWOOD Mobile Sherry Lane
Apts near FOR rent 32 x28 shop or
Home Park 753 9866
MSU These attractive two storage 753 3447 Ky 94
bedroom units lease for East
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dm 5440 & will be ready for NORTHWOOD Storage
tanoe to college 753-5209 June move in Greys Prop presently has units avail
ethos is taking applications
able Call 753 2905
SMALL trailer for rent Call 759 2001
753 7536
474 8056
H4ZEL Apts has lbr apts STORAGE trailer
for rent
aGettable You must, be 753 7888
26i
62yrs.
handicapped
or
dm
Mobile
WANT to lease or buy to
abled 492 8Z21.
,
Kern. Lots For Runt
bacco ba-se
Call
KENTUCKY
Lake
Lake
NEW park, newer model
502 435 4302 after 6pm
land
Westly
lbr
Village,
homes only Concrete
apartment, utilities in
doves & walks Trash pick
365
up & city water $100/mo dinted. rent based on in
For Sete
come 55 & older, handicap
492-8488
- Or Leas*
& disabled Equal Housing
O pportunity
300
502 354 8888
Business,

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667 '

EMERSON ELECTRIC
COMPANY
In Paris, Tennessee,is accepting app!ications
Monday thru Friday (8:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.)thru
the Employment Security Office on Mineral
Wells Avenue. Applications will also be taken
at the Plant, 1600 Industrial Park Road,(South
Guard Station) Monday thru Friday (8:00
a.m.-3:00 p.m.) Applicants must be willing to
work any'shift.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
124 sic

Help Wanted
Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help. Jr you
are energetic, enthusiastic and like people, we would
like to meet you.
tr Food Service Workers
Customer Service Workers
* Shift Leaders
Apply in person at the Murray Kentucky Fried
'Chicken restaurant, FOE/fi,l/F.

KFC
EXCELLENT CAREER
OPPORTUNITY!
MARKETING

Reltsle
1000 SO FT new building
suitable for retail, office or
beau-ty shop 'Call
75.3-0035
DOWNTOWN office space
available across from
courthouse $95/mo including all utilities 753-1266
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753 4509 Of 753-6612
310
Want
To Rent

REPRESENTATIVE
Excellent Benefits
Automobile Provided and Expenses Paid
Some overnight travel required.
Salary commenserate with -experience.

WANT to lease pasture for
horses Call 753-0980

CUSTOMER CARE

1,2,380 apts Furnished,
very nice near MSU No
7 5 3 1 25 2
pets
days 753-0606 after 5pm

MARKETING TRAINEE
Excellent Benefits
Automobile Provided and Expenses Paid
Some overnight travel required.
Salary commenserate with experience.

Apply in person only
Monday-Friday; 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Mid-South Credit Bureaus, Inc.
1410 Industrial Park Road
Paris, TN 38242

Fisher-Price
In response to existing and anticipated employment opportunities,
applications are now being accepted for production operator positions on
the foFlowirig sbifts:
• 12 hour swing (extended hours with lots of off time)
• 8 hour fixed (Monday -Friday, First/Second/Third) '
• &hour fixed (Monday -Friday, 9 a.m.-1 p m./6* p m.-16 p.m.)
Starting pay rates are S5 59 for 12 hour work schedules and S5.30 for
and 4 hour. Positions leading to regular full time cmplOyment offer a top
pay Fate of S8_514 plus a comprehensive benefit package. If you've got what it takes to work with the worlds hest toymakers, plcise
contact:
'
•
Murray Employment Agency Southside Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
•
139%2150
An bqtast (*annuli it I mpinyst MA- 4)/5'

MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1. 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
MURRAY Manor Apart
meritsPOW accepting appli
cations for 1 2br apart
merits Apply in person
1 30-cm 4pm Mon Fri
1409 Duigiud Dr
NOW renting 1 to 3br apts
behind Bradley Book Co 01
have low utilities & are
closer to MSU than most
dorms Walk to class with
no parking worries Better
hurry they wont last long
753-2339 or 753 8767

WANT TO
LEASE

Dark Fired
Tobacco Base
492-8159

WANT to lease pasture
and to graze cattle Call
753 7860
360
Pets
& Supplies
FOR sale 2 Beagle pups
753 2605

Antarsca'a Second Car

320
Apartments
For Rent

'Ugly Duckling
tocatoons Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

1 BR apt $200/mo, partial
utilities near campus
753 9980 or 753-0439
leave message

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

1BR duplex on Hitry 280,
energy efficient No pets
$285/mo +deposit
753 8848 before 9pm

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

1BR furnished apt ,
$200/mo plus deposit, no
pets. -Hwy 121 at the fairgrounds 753-3139.
1BR low utitities,„,refer
ences & deposit required,
no pets $185/mo
753-3949
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
1 ROOM efficiency, very
near MSU partial utilities
furnished Available now
Coleman RE, 753-9898
1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnithed
Share kitchen Irving room
& bathroom facilotes Walk
,to MSU Coleman RE
753 9898
28R 1 bath duplex appl _
furnished w d hook-up
$425/mo Imo deposit lyr
lease nes pets 753 2905 or
753 7536, 28R apartment lot mot No
pelt N•ar campus
753

5980

Office. 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So, 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 Consistency ad in

Classifieds every day. including
the Shopper, for S175 a month
(paid in advance) 'Rote Effective April '. !995

Call 753:1916 for d•talls.

-HERITAGE MONUMENT CO
Hwy: 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Fr!. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment t

502-759-1333
Service and'Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete indoor display for your privacy and' year around convenient'.

•

•
•
s
•••

VERY spacious 2tx 2 bath
duplex applrances turn
ished w d hook up central
gas heat $525mo 1 mo
deposit years lease no
753 2905 of
pets
753 7536

3BR 2 bath furnished deck
28R Embassy Apartments central ti,a 1 mile from
central gas heat available campus $450-mo For the
now $300/mo Coleman summer only 489 6075
RE, 7539898
t YNN Grove nei.ir 3br 2
CONDOMINIUM for lease bath on 4 acres with 2 car
low utilities 3br 2 bath with garage & large storage
garage 753.3293
shed building yard mainte
COUNTRY living. effi mance provided $1 200/mo
ciency apt extra clean ap plus deposit - Days
nights
pliances furnished, lease & 7 5 3 6654
deposit required, no pets '435 4058
436 5401

•
A

NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent boos
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor 906
Broad St Extended be
tween Barn 12noon No
phone calls please _Equal
Housing Opportunity

For

•

•••

NEW 2br duplex carport
deck, etc available now
$4001mo 753 3031 leave
message

280

210
FINWOOd

RAINBOW vacuum, $300
will
deliver
1 502 395 1913 must sell

Apartments
For Rent

Aer1
4
1111

1 BROWN plastic 8ft bed
cap & rubber mat for pickup 327LB metal weights,
178Ib plastic weights. other
equipment. ask for Ken
474-2759

SWS Custom Cabinets
looking for workers Need
to be energetic with willingness to learn Experience a
plus, but not necessary
See Jeff Herndon at 630 N
4th St. 759-9672

320

Articles

PART time gas station &
car wash attendant, approximately 28hrs per
week No Sundays Apply
in person Conoco Gas Stebon, 514 S 12th St

EARN $1000'S WEEKLY
STUFFING ENVELOPES
AT HOME START NOW
NO EXPERIENCE FREE
SUPPLIES, INFORMA- FAST 196DX40mhz,
TION, NO OBLIGATION SVGA monitor, 170
SE-ND SASE TO STER- MegHD, 4 - Meg Ram,
LING DEPT 33, PO BOX printer, Word Perfect .5 1,
149167, ORLANDO, FL windows, Lotus 123, $500
in software, modem,
32814
$1,300 obo. 753-4818
EARN up to $1,000 weekly
processing mail. Start now
no experience, free sup- LOOK FOR HAWKINS
plies, information, no obli- RESEARCH IN THE DIgation. Send sell XIELAND SHOPPING
addressed stamped enve- CENTER THIS MAY.
lope to Alamo Dept. 8407,
Bandera Rd
Suite
140
133-216, San Antonio, Tx
Want 78250
To Buy
EXPERIENCED clean-up ANTIQUES by the piece or
man, full time 753-6861
collections 753-94.33 day
FULL time position avail- or night
able in retail sales Good CASH paid for good, used
working conditions plus rifles, shotguns, and pisbenefits. 753-6258
tols Benson Sporting
HELP wanted Earn up to Goods, 519 S 12th.
$500 per sleek assembling Murray
products at home No ex- ULTRALIGHT airplane, 1.
perience
Info Or 2 place, any condition
1-504-646-1700 Dept
753-7581 after 5 30pm
KY-2021
USED 250 or 500 gallon
HIRING daytime sandwich propane tank
Call
makers, also nightime clos- 759-952
ers Apply at Wendy's,
must be able to work
weekende Ask to speak to
manager
INDIVIDUAL needed to reatk countertop displays
in Murray area Flexible
hrs Call 1-809 474-6484
ext 101 8am- 8pm, 7days

150

150

Help
Wanted

1
•

• •••

•

.••••-.11111.'"

%Mr

••••-+Nr*I
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He...
For Sate

Used
Trucks

AKC German Shapperd exco tient background,
healthy, free obedience included. 502-4364858.

NEW Stir homes priced in
70's & PO's. bracing mailable, wi aansidat trade.
753-3672 all 5pm.

1906 S-10 BLAZER Call
435-4186 and lsays
message.

AKC REGISTERED Rot- NEW aflordable homes,
tweilerschampion blood
2-Stir in city. Sleds at mid
kne, 5wks old. $300. Cal
50's financing available,
afar 5pm 901-6426892.
payments less than rent
H#VE an obedient sale Sidewalks, sterns sewers,
dog for show or home curbs & at underground
Classes or private lessons. dates. 753-4444.
Serving Murray for .over NEW by owner: Albr 3 bath,
12yrs 436-2858
2018 Carol Dr.. thing room,
extremely nice kitchen, di410
ning area -14x24 bonus
Red
room. 753-5677.
Ems*
NEW home 3br 2 bath on I
HALEY Appraisal Service, acne lot, priced in the 60's,
call Bob Haley state certi- will sell or trade. 489-2161
fied. Cal 489-2266.
after 7pm,
JUST listed 2br 1 bath, NEW home; Coles Campbaseboard heat real nice ground Rd.3br 2 bath,cenhome near Jake. Wilson tral ger & electric. 1900sq ft
Real Estate 753-5066.
living area on 1.22 acres,
KOPPERUD Realty has nice. Call Mur Cal Rosily
buyers waiting to purchase 753-4444.
homes-al price ranges. If
you We thinking of selling- NICE 3br brick on-Meadow
contact one of our courte- Lane. Reduced to sell.
ous and professional Nice, quiet neighborhood
agents at 753-1222 or stop for starter home or retiree
by office at 711 Main St. PAur- cid Realty. 753-4444.
PRICE reduced! 3BR 2
&IS
bath with large yard & storage,9rni on 121N,$64,900
Lake
489-2296.
Property
BEAUTIFUL flat lot, all
underground city utilities including gas. Last available
lot in Preston Heights, lo1978 HONDA Odyssey,
cated behind Gatesborough, $13,900. 753-2339. 250CC new piston, new
rear Ores, newly recovered
LAKE property for rent. seat, reduced to $650 must
Very nice lbr just above sell. 753-4249.
Wildcat Park, available by
week, month or year. 3BR 2 1986 HONDA 250 Elite mobath in Lakeway Shores, lorscooter automatic trans$350/mo with lyr lease. mission. digital clock,
753-2339 or 753-8767, odometer, speedmeter,
tripmeter, luggage box,
436-2054
highway approved for two
riders at 65mph, excellent
condition, original owner,
5000 miles since new, price
$1385. Calt753- 1326
GREAT value budding lot. evenings.
Ideal for duplex or spec 1987 YAMAHA Warrior
house City, gas, water, looks and runs great, make
sewer, cable Large dimen- offer. 435-4003 or
sions on Ridgewood Or, 435-4511.
$4.900 753-2399 or
LIKE new 1993 Suzuki DR
436-2054
250, on and off road bike,
NICE building lots from only 2,000 miles, $1,900.
$8,900, 2mi S on 641 in 753-0707.
restricted subdivision.
Owner financing. 10%
down 4 9% for five years.
'$18 22 per 1000 per month
Mur-Cal _Realty. 753-4444.
NICE high Pot, 110x217 in 1984 HONDA Accord
loaded, excellent condition,
Misty Meadows next to
new tires, well kept, reguOaks Country Club
larly serviced, 165,XXX
753-5691
road miles. 759-9600,
$2,500 must seel
1987 SUNBIRD SE, $700
obo 759-9046
120 ACRES near Ky Lake
ramp & New Concord,
blacktop & gravel road frontage young timber, $550
per acre terms 759-1922.

1988 JEEP Cherokee, red,
automatic, a/c, $5,500. Call
753-4535.

1988 LINCOLN Town car,
good
condition.
33 ACRES. stocked lake, 502-492-8385.
fenced pasture,logreenhouse, 14x70 3br mobile 1990 PONTIAC Grand Am
home Coleman Real Es- SE, quad 4, 2dr, ground
effects, 413,XXX miles.
tate 753-9898
'sharp 753-3705.
460
Home*
For Sale

1991 NISSAN Maxima,
loaded, $12,500.
492-8836

2BR 14 bath brick, very
nice central hi, sunporch,
jot outside city, $67,900
Coleman RE 753-9898

1992 TOYOTA Paseo red,
5sp,tape deck & CD player,
50,XXX miles, $8,900
759-1992

3 BR-2 Bath
Excellent Location
$62,000
753-5561

1994 OLDS 98 Regency
fully loaded, 4dr, low mileage. 'lady driven
901-584-4475

FOR sale 1993 .Mitsibishi
3000GT SL burgandy with
-grey leather interior, 5sp,
2BR cottage near Ky Lake, asking $22.000 Call
$49 500 Coleman RE 753-8341
753-9898
3BR 2 bath. city water.
central hia will sell or trade
for mobile home 489-2161
after 7pm
3F3F1 duplex for sale
753-5114 or 753-7947
BE the first owner of a 2
story brick home in a prime
city subdivision 4BR, 24
baths features Marvin
windows 17tt foyer ceiling,
white kitchen, columns
hreplaae tile and hardwood
Moors cultured marble, hot
tub deck & more Call
759 2571 435 4013 or
= •434040

•

Rasidutid•Camaisteist
Fiaterances
ROO Estimates
Fully Insured
759-1859

75 CJ5 JEEP 360, Sup,
rune WOK 7514194, Mier
5pm cal 759-1807.

ALL wound hauling, mowing. tree wait, junk dean
up, cleaning•out gutters,
Joe. 432867.

1111111%re

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repdr & custom
woodworiing. 753-8056.

1974 23F PROWLER
sleeps 7. Call alter 4:34im
753-8306.

APPLIANCE REPAIRS:

Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. MI work

1979 FLEETWOOD 14ft
camper trailer, good condition, $1,200 for more info,fruition. 753-6259.

and parts warranted. Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455.

1087 32FT JAYCO camper, 2 entrance doors.
leveling jacks, awning, excellent condition, $7,850.
753-6855.

APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848

1991 30FT COACHMAN
camper, 1 owner, excellent
condition, $9,800.
753-0814.

ARRONS Handyman Co.
remodeling and repairs,
odd jobs, screen porches,
decks, electrical etc
474-8534.

29' AIRSTREAM rear bath,
new interior, all systems
work, road ready.
753-0114.

ASPHALT driveway, sealing, free estimates.
32 FOOT Holiday camper 753-2279.
$3000. Serious Inquires
BACKHOE SERVICE
only. 502-759-4414.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replace520
ment. 759-1515.
Bose
BACKHOE
Service - ROY
& Woes
HILL. Septic system, drive36FT GIBSON house boat, ways, hauling, foundations.
extra nice inside. Call after etc. 759-4664.
5pm 435-4565.
BACKHOE Service, comFOR sale: 12ft aluminum plete foundations, septic
boat with trailer, also have systems R.H.Nesbitt, Controlling motor_ 753-2605.
struction Phone 492-8516,
FOR sale: 14' POLAR- pager 762-7221 .
CRAFT boat & trailer with BOB'S Plumbing Service.
6hp Johnson motor & troll- Installation and repair,
all
ing motor & 4, new life work guaranteed.
jackets, $850. 759-9742.
753-1134 or 436-5832
RANGER 330V bass boat BUSHHOGG1NG gardens,
1986 15041P Mariner Magplowed disked. driveways
num motor, stainless steel graded.
437-4030.
prop, 12-24 motor guide
trolling motor, 3 new batte- CARPET CLEANING, by
ries, Eagle electronics, very KTN, free estimates
nice, $7900. 492-8600
753-4034
530
Swifts*
Offered
Al Al A TREE SERVICE
hedge trimming, landscapt
trig, mulching & mulch haul
ing, gutter cleaning. Clean
up junk, garbage. Odd jobs
also Al houserild moving
Free-estimates. Tim Lamb
436-5744.

CARPET & upholstery
cleaning for a healthier enviroment Cleaner carpet
means it will lasts longer
and lookbettei. Call for free
estimates Thermax Clean
Care Center 759-4459

phone, new battery - all the extras!! Great gas
mileage!

436-5058

1062 GMC JIMMY & 15ft
WM*
,skdell Irlayuck bed
electric hook uØa gas COI
436-24t*

•10- gro-mthet

Quail), Service

Tree Triniming
Tree Remord
Lanctscapig

.

Free
Fr Estimates
24 Hour SErVIC9

Ywd *wing Tree Service CleeneP Service
Hedge Trimmin
Light Haul; Etc.g
Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB.
Licensed & Insured

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262
OS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORIUNG
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
and
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop By And See Our Showroom •
409 Sunbury - Murray ((Wad Bunny Braid)
753-5940
•

For Your Lawn Care Needs
You Can Depend On Us

Dial-A-Service
You Can Advertise Here For $6.00 per week -(13 week minimum)

DIAL - 753-1916
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

CAMP
SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
7.Days Pro Wm*

MURRAY 753-9224
Dr. Mary BrocringInCypt. Chiropractor
Call for an appointment

753-2962
Insured

Cadillac of Vans!!
1990 Lumina Van,
charcoal - gray,
tinted -Windows,
power windows,
locks ect., 7 passenger, cellular

HERE it el Reliable effi
cient lawn mowing at a
reasonable price Call
COUNTERTOPS. custom. Joe's Mowing Service
Horses Wadies. dices. 753-5643 for residential
nay. and commercial lawns
Oftelrs Recovery,
436-5660
Maintenance,
CUNNINGHAM'S Healing J J Lawn
dependable, reliable, roe
Service.
Coaling
Cdmand
or small
plies instalaion and ser- sdnable rates, big
jobs. 502-753-0384
vice. Call Gary at
759-4754.
KITCHEN CABINET 4RE
Make your old
CUSTOM 4bulldozing and FACING.
with Formica All
again
new
backicie work,.septic systems. 354-8161 yaw 4pm, colors, free estimates.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
Horace Shaba.
KY. 436-5560.
CUSTOM tilling & small LAW
Brothers Tree Serbush hogging. 489-2995.
vice. 502-436-5744.
DAVID'S cleaning services. We clean vinyl, brick, LAMB'S tree timming.
drive ways, sidewalks, mo- 436-2269 Paul.
bile homes. A.V. 759-4734. LAWN-cire, sheetrock finD &.D lawn care, free esti- ishing, pawning, small carpenter repair. Call
mates. 489-2296.
489-2154.
DRYWALL, finishing, re
pairs, additions and blow- LAWN CM). mowing & triming ceilings. 753-4761.
ming. 436-2528.
EXPERIENCED drywall LAWNS
mowed
finishing. References avail- (502)759-3133.
able. Cal Jerry Perkins at
LEWIS Exterior Cleaning
436-2060.
houses, mobile homes,
HANDY man: Plumbing, brick & vinyl, buildings,
painting, wallpaper, tree & R.V.'s, sidewalks, free esticarpentry work. Call Ken mates. (502)753-6490.
474-2131
COOKSEY'S Plumbing
service. 436-2667.

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor horne,. boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664.

A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal tree spraying. serving Murray, Callo- CARROLL'S Custom garway County since 1980. den tilling, grader blade
Free estimates 436-2247 work, bush hogging lots,
free
estimates
or 492-8737.
502-492-8622
A and A Lamb's lawn mowing, light hauling, tree trim- CHIM - Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
ming, Mark. 436-2528.
citizen discounts. We sell
ALAN'S lawn mowing & chimney caps and screens
435-4191.
weed eating. 75:1-8694

Vans

•
BY owner Beautiful 3br 2
bath home with 2 car gar1985 BLUE Chevy raised
age in Canterbury Subdiviroof Gladiator conversion
sion Built in 1986 Approxivan, with lots of extras,
mately 2000 sq ft living
area Freshly painted in-- _local, one owner, make offer Call Bill Kopperud
side and out, with caklar
753-1222 day, 753-6620
privacy fence in back yard
evening
$99,500 Call 753-3840 for
appt
1989 CHARCOAL gray
Plymouth Voyager runs
CONDOMINIUM 1380 sq
good, well token ogre of,
ft oath garage,"low
123,XXX miles, $4,500
luxurious living 3br 2 bath
obo Call 753-6063 after
7513293
Sion
DUPLEX with $660rmo income. 631 N 41h, large kit
S44.900 753:2339 or
436.2054

FOR trereetort-21112 sq ft
new esupsisp Fall Brook
Sub R•ntal incom•
$jImmo Price $1 23cm
492 8516 or 762 722,

Ross Roofing

1987 NISSAN gray, short
bed. Sap, $2400. Lease
message 4364268-

2BR 1 bath cedar siding 1993 MAXIMA GXE; black
home with detached gar- with gray leather, sunroof,
age SitS on ,2 acres in Lynn p/s, p/b, power seat, am/fm
Grove area Has been re- tape, compact disk, air,
modeled recently, $42,000 automatic, digital door
435 4399
locks, always garaged, immaculate 502-753-9240.

."10

:
,163- .---46 4

Pees
& Supplies

Completely Mobile

David's Cleaning Services
'We Specialize in Cleaning'
Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • Brick
David Bbrders

Phone (502) 759-4734

Commercial Waste
- .1)isposal
All Type.

:;..rsHe

1-800-585-6033
ltiul Sfrownrt. Houle Witioirer

Did you know
you could advertise a
double spot'here for
only $12 per week?

Dk
iv)

7Z6-1101
Aetcrid,

Ask frr Karen or Melissa

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO,
Your Source For Metal Roofing & Siding
•
Doo. t,ack & Iro'ieys. and Ins..
tIlwy 299)
e
•

13uod.ngs
OV,ce 1502,, 4'89 212;
17;^
':)2! 489

a W ;Ay -() Start the Week!!

- Dial Now

-

Advertise here! ,

KTN CARPET CLEANING

ggag

Carpet - Upholstery

1 (800) 642-7740
Dial the 800 number first When
you hear a recorded message,
enter the Accost Code 85

Window Gupis, Rails Columns & SI* Lars
Mobile Hats Doors & %win Cords

INSURANCE
Lou

V. Mc(;ary

F

lir

r!, 1 ,1r^

411111(.1)4,111, 0',11,'

M MICA It
• SUIT1.1A1I.V1
yir Hi are regp911•11/4.• frit the
'IMO\ th.11
fare
not.pav.
A.,.$11.11.1 on Pro I h
.,C441 me la more infrtrmaliwii
i, • •
,(
I WI I 11111' INCI AIM., II
753-7890 8 -ihm..r8.'p.m.

601 Dunbar at North 12th
Mayfield, KY 42066
(In Old Tobacco Town Antiqucii
"We make security &ma&

In Mayfield calling area: NO2-247-9161
Long Distance call: 1-800-822-4291

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

753-6952

Isnitese
Mod
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

RILEY Remodeling & Con- THE Guest Co Seamless
struction Garages, addi- aluminum gutters, variety
MARC'S lawn service. tions, porches, decks, roof- of colors. ucensed. ining, vinyl siding & Pen. re- sured. Estimate available
753-6226, 753-4168.
placement windows_
MB GENERAL CON- Owner Jerry Riley. Phone 759-4690
STRUCTION & MAIN- 502-489-2907
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
TENCE Carpentry, paintService Center, cleaninging, electripil, plumbing, ROCKY Colson home re- siroicinft $11 Met wars
siding;°their & apart. mairt pier, plumbing, roofing. sid- $W. Free estintates.Route
(502)436-2819 fax or ing & additions. AM type 1, Alm°. Open 9-12, 1-5,
modem avail.
home & mobile home re Mon.-Fn.; 753-0530.
pair. Free estimates
MULCH, delivered Murray
WE do yard work and wash
474-2307.
area. 436-5560.
windows and dean houses
SEAMLESS gutters in- a
apartments
stalled, residential or com- 502-345-2714.
PAINTING int , ext all mercial, Serval Gutter Co.
types of home repair, tree 753-6433.
WINDOW & door repair &
estimates Call anytime
replacement. Senior Cit
SUREWAY Tree & Stump discount 759-1799.
436-5032
Removal. Insured with full
PLUMBING repairman with fine of equipment F?&& es- YARD mowing, free estisame day service Call timates. Day • or night, mates. 753-6344.
436-5255
753-5484.
YARD mowing, weedeat- ing & blade work, tree °diRIDA'S Machine Quilting
choice of patterns. Phone WILL mow lawns. Call mes.Phone 489-2077 after 6prn.
502-759-2479, Murray. Ky_ 753-0880.
'
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A tten tion
Classified Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-Out section running each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $12.00, for

Only $6 A Week!

1•10t.

(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
New rate effective April 1, 1995

HO,

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

Letters of Appreciation
Dear Editor:
Campus Connection Volunteer Center,sponsored by the Department of
American Humanics and the Office of Student Qiganizations, would like to
thank Murray State students, faculty and staff members for volunteering
this year. Thanks to you, Campus Connection has had a record number of
volunteers--over 200. The following places need volunteers for the
summer: United Way,Humane Society, American Red Cross, Need Line,
Calloway County Senior Citizens, Calloway County 4-H and Family
Resource Center.
You will feel really good about helping someone who truly needs you.
You'll get to decide your own time commitment and you may be trained by
the organization you work with.
For more information contact Campus Connection at 762-6117.
Mark Cotton
Room 108, Carr Health Building
Murray State University
Box 9, Murray, Ky. 42071

S
TO '

7

Dear Editor.
We would like to express our sincere appreciation to all of the folks who
made the Outback Steakhouse Charity Night a success.
Because of your generosity, we raised $5800, which will be used to grant
the dreams of seriously ill children in the area. A special thank you goes to
the managers and employees of Outback for providing such outstanding
food and service.
We are also grateful to Peoples First in Paducah for their corporate
sponsorship and to WDDJ Radio and WKYQ-WKYX Radio for the live
remotes and other publicity.
To all who attended and had a part in a very exciting evening - you have
been instrumental in'making wishescome true for our very special children.
Janice Harris
Area Coordinator
The Dream Factory
Box 2333, Paducah, Ky. 42002-2333

HOROSCOPES
TUESDAY, MAY 2, 1995
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on \ our own
date of birth. call 1-9(0-988-7788. Your phone company will bill vou 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
VIRG()(Aug. 23-Sept. 221:
NEXT YEAR OF VOL R LIFE: Show appreciation for the backing
Favorable changes occur in your you receive. Extra effort is necesprofessional as welLas personal'life. sary to keep a promise' made to
A period of great financial and spiri- loved ones. Pay:attention to stepiay,
tual growth lies just ahead. A step details: Sharing your concerns
demanding new job or exciting helps you make practical choices.
hely could, be gart of th.e_pictwe.
LIBRA._ (Sept 23-Oct
Go'for the gold! A recurring prob- Cooperation remains the keynote in
lem will he solved before Christmas. joint- business or financial endeavWork and romance are linked early. ors. You may be-Amciled about cerin 1996. Take an overdue trip or tain travel plans or anticipated
vacation next spring.
changes at work. Concentrate on
CELEBRITIES BORN ON pleasing new clients...
THIS DATE: country singer Lar6
SCORPIO (Oct. 271-Nov. .2-1.):
Gatlin. super model Naomi Camp- Put your inspired ideas into action
bell. pediatrician Dr. Benjamin rather than, talking wishfully_ about
Spock, actress Bianca Jagger. what you would like to do. A hunch
ARIES (March 2I -April I9i: proses surprisingly accurate. Show
Qom] news will arrive from a friend
your appreciation br a favor with a
you have been concerned about. See small. well-chosen
through 'a romantic- partner's false
..SAGITTARIUS !Nos. 22-Dee,
promises. 7‘ child is about to enter 2,Pr. A IICV4 occupation is a possibiliyour life. Do not worry.. You can 67-Others are focusing on adopting
-handle it! .
a healthier lifestyle or making
TAURUS (April 2O-Ma y 201: household changes. Exercise selfPlan for business travel unfold dNcipjine and you will tie atile to
smoothly. Enthusiasm continues to make full use of your creative gifts.
build over a new employment
CAPRICORN I Dec. 22-Jan.
opportunity. A positise attitude wiN
191: A temporary Crisis demands an
make a partnership become more
innos wise approach. Put
hamionious.
your ideal's into dction. Reading..
Mav 21 -June 201:' poetry or philosophy ss ill proVide
Extra reserve of energy will carry
salualile inspiration Aner• today
you through this busy_day in grand
your uncertainty about a priiiiiira
style. Guard against acting overhear- course of action will clear
ing. A new political involvement
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
could alter the course of sour life.
Handle routine tasks with-dispatch.
CANCER (June 21-hily 22): A
An important new, venture will
former love could re-enter sour life. require extra personal effoit. Rest
A relative or frrend may decide to up. Os erwork can lead to impaired
relocate. II ins iie'd to join this per- efficiency. Chatting with 'someone
son. weigh your options carefully: A 'behind the scenes helps you make
-nurturing appri‘ach is nal when an important point.
dealing with children..
PISCES (Feb. 14-March 2(I):
I.E0 (July 23-Aug. 22): Fruitful
Make tar-reaching decisions asiav
discussions or low-key ,negotiations from the. spotlight, and alone. Takcould lead to the signing of an impor- ing c4re of a 'dreary 'domestic chore
tant contract l'inancil gains are real- ...will boost our stock . with sour
ized by means of a loan or insurance
male or partner. Avoid acirtigfl
nin i idt-.
settlement. An opponunity to travel strong or imptilsis'e where
may-iiccountliir your high worn.,
I', contented.

TODAY'S l'HILDREN'are ieliable.:thiltly "and well-organized. A
hie approach to-t000ry intlfil*ettfeifi-Ittkii
'Pottortiter•- ttrktmits-hutp ItTetri
reap.(I otcrAihIc
Ali early iiildres1 in •oolong should
golds encourash.41 nest''I aureans oltco•Okuel
the Llamas arts anti cutdd
heiome %odd icno% tied Owls. A•nceilJii ('‘Plcsv their wain a% in their
v.ork i‘ very strong thev,vo.iiil fli tiOxes hem-itch emotion hi others
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DR. GOTT

LOOKING BACK
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Elaine Eversmeyer, Nancy Fitch,
Gene Forsee, Edwin Garrett, Ginger Gilliam, Ken Grogan. John
Harcourt, 1,..ynn Hewitt, Jana
Jones, Barbara Kemper, Maoha
McKinney, Debbie McMillen,
Tim Philpot. Jay Pitman, Michellc Richardson, Bovcrly .Rogeis.
Becky Sams, Lee Stewart, Sheila
Watson and Randy Winchester.
The internationally known
Duke Ellington Orchestra will be
presented in a concert tonight at
8 p.m. at Lovett Auditorium.
Murray State University.
Mr. and Mrs. Rob R. Jones
will be married 50 years May 18.
Thirty years ago
Marsha Hendon, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Ed Hendon,
was named as Outstanding Senior
of the Calloway County High
School graduating class of 1965.
Named as Outstandinlg Senior
Boy and Girl were Billy Miller,
son of Mr. and Mrs. William B.
Miller, and Patricia Jones,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. T.P.
Jones.
Freda Fitts and Howard Steely
were married April 18 at First
Methodist Church, Murray.

Ten years ago
A severe spring storm, bringing with it torrential rains, gusty
winds and severe lightning,
caused a city wide blackout from
9:25 to 10:20 p.m. ths evening of
April 30, according to Ron
Underwood, superintendent of
Murray _ Electric System.
Receiving distinguished alumni
awards at Murray State University Alumni Banquet were U.S.
Marine Corps Major John I. Hudson, U.S. Army Brigadier General Bobby Brashears, U.S. Air
Force Brigadier General Mary
Alice Opdyke -Marsh, Dr. Joe
Prince and Dr. Jerry Shields.
Bailey Gore. associate professor
of Health and Physical Education,
received a 25-year service award.
For the sixth consecutive year,
k
Murray State University Tennis
Team, coached by Bennie Purcell, has won the' Ohio Valley
Conference Championship.
Twenty years ago
Murray High School Seniors
inducted.into the National Honor
Society were Eli Alexander Jr.,
Jan Baggett, Laurie Beatty,
Sheree Brandon, Cheryl Burkeen,

drugs have an herbal basis. most
DEAR READER: Varicose veins in
notably digitalis from foxglin.e) and the legs are often accompanied by
,
DEAR DR. GOTT: Your sweeping morphine 'from the opium poppy). chronic skin inflammation (darkening.
dismissal of herbs in medicinal appli- And. I am certain, we will sel great scaling and itching) due to poor circucations was sad. I think it does a great strides made in purifying useful drugs lation Gnforterately. such skin heals
disservice both to your readers and to from natural sources in the fdture. poorly and is especially susceptible to
physicians who, in the spirit of true However. experts doubt that people's ulceration caused by trivial injuries.
medicine have taken the lime_to. health will ilnurmie_as_e result of Thii patiPnt willtilatiCaSeAtein.S.Are.
research and evaluate herbal thera- herbal therapy, which -- in numerous _ - often plagued_by crusting, unsightly
jiies in an open manner. To refuse instances - can be harmful or down- sores that are difficult to cure.
credence to herbal historical and lab- right poisonous: for example. comfrey. - You should ask your doctor for speoratory data is narrow-minded. So germander. willow bark. and Ma cific advice but, in general. varicose
much more-healing could be accom- hating have been reported to cause ulcers can be helped by using elastic
plished if practitioners .of Western serious side effects
support hose (to promote drainage of
medicine were able to embrace all
Rather than relying on herbs, blood from the dilated veins), moisturavenues of achieving and maintaining patients with symptoms should be izing creams (to keep the skin soft
health instead of feeling threatened seen by their doctors.
and supple). antibiotic creams such
by them. r •
To give you more information. 1 am as Bacitracin, to control infection),
DEAR READER: Although many sending you a free copy of my Health meticulous care in avoiding injuries to
people endorse non-traditional treat- Report "Fads 11,-Herbs and Healing the legs, and sterile dressings (to proment. such as herbal therapy. herbs Fads.- Other readers who would likea tect the skin and aid healing).
Surgery. to remove the veins (or
really have no place in the modern__ copy should send $2 plus a long, selftreatment of serious diseases. addressed, stamped envelope to P.O. cause them to collapse). may be necInnumerable scientific studies have Box 2433. New York, NY 10163. Be essary therapy for large. recurring
ulcers that are resistant to the treatrepeatedly demonstrated that herbal sure to mention the title..
therapy is ineffective. This is not to
DEAR DR GOTT: I've suffered ments I mentionea.,Your doctor can
say that it's impoiiible that undiscov- -from varicose olcers for years. What advise you..
i995 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
ered herbs may hold promise. but - -Would you recommend for relief?
to date herbal therapy is unproved.
Mine seems to heal and open again as
you know. many miraculous soon as I bump them in any way.
Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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TODAY IN HISTORY
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By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, May 1, the 121st day of 1995. There are 244
days left in the year.
In 1967, Elvis Presley married Priscilla Beaulieu in
Las Vegas.
(They divorced-in 1973.)
In 1971, Amtrak went into service.
_
In 1978, Ernest Morial was inaugurated as the first
black mayor of
New Orleans.
Ten years ago: Arriving in West Germany, President Reagan
began
a four-nation Eurbpean visit by clamping a trade
embargo on
Nicaragua.
Five years ago: Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev
and other
Kremlin leaders were jeered by thousands of people during
the annual
May Day parade in Red Square.
One year ago: Israeli and PLO delegate;. Opened a final
round of
talks in Cairo, Egypt, on Palestinian autonomy prior to the
signing of
an agreement on self-rule.
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AACK!! THERE'S A 6RAV r.. AND A 8LEfiliStti!! *I
HAIR STICKING STRAIGRT DIDN'T SEE THAT BLEMISH it
F..._C±UT Of AN HEAD!!
THE MIRROR AT HOME !!

r...AND WRINKtES!! HOW
LONG HAVE I BEEN WALK
ING AROUND WITH ALL
THESE WRINKLES??

Irate
live

A WOMAN": HER FACE,
AND FULL SUNLIGHT HAVE
AN IN-CAR COLLISION IN
THE REARVIEW MIRROR
EVERY DAY IT'S
MORE DANGEROUS
TO 8E ON THE ROAD.
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
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East dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
A
QJ 106
• AQ104
A-J 6 5
WEST
EAST
•K Q 96 4
J 8 32
If 8 3 2 ••98'
•J 7 3 2
K Q7
+109832
SOUTH
10 7 5
A K 97 54-* K.6 5
+4.
The bidding:
East
South West North
Pass
2V
Pass
2 NT
Pass
3•
Pass
4 NT
Pass
5V
Pass ,5 NT
Pass
6+
Pass
7V
Opening lead--two of hearts.
Nowadays, most tournament
players prefer weak two- opening
bids to strong two's, believing the
weak two gives them more flexibility.in the bidding both offensively
and defensively.Today's deal,which
was played in the 1982 Spingold
team-of-four championship, certainly provides a strong case for the
weak-two advocates.
•
.
When thedeal was first played,
Billy Cohen and Mark Molson held
the North-South hands. They had
agreed to play weak two bids, so

•

CROSSWORDS

in
.a%

34 freshwater
fish
35 Background
of a play
38 Craftier
41 Neon symbol
42 Trap
44 Arias
45 Spanish gold
47 Rows
49 Nothing
50 Former
Boston Celtic
52 Reside
54 Down (prof.)
55 Entice
High'
57

ACROSS

GARFIELD

led
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••••
r.1):
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rich
low
Ii a

1 Lee Van —

NOT ONLY CAN'T I HOW?
MY EYES OPEN...

)C
/ill-
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Ii)

MALLARD FILLMORE

.111.
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Put

lag
kit*
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8):
ch.
I
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Molson opened two hearts,indicating a strong -4uit but less than the'
normal complement of high cards
for an opening one heart bid. Nivel-theless, Cohen started thinking in
terms not only of game,but posSibly
slam.
He responded two notrump, an
artificial bid asking South to further
describe his hand. Three diarmmds
showed not only a maximum weak
two bid but also an honor card in
diamonds.
Four notrump by North-was a
special form of Blackwood, and the
response.of five hearth guaranteed
two key cards (which in the actual
case North could read as the A-K of
trumps).
Five notrump was a grand slam
try asking South whether he had
any further values to reveal. Six
clubs by-South disclosed his singleton club which,on top of the A-K of
hearts and king of diamonffs fireviously identified,enabled Noi-th to_go
directly to seven hearts. There-Was
nothing to the play,and North.South
scored 2;210 points.:
Note that the grand slam was
undertaken with only 28 high-card
points, substantially less,than the
usual requirement, but fully justified - given North's knowledge of
South's hand. At the second table,
the North-South pair stopped at six
hearts after a far less illuminating
sequence of bids.

I CAN BARELY HOLD'
SOMESOP4' ELSE'S
EYES OPEN

6 "A Place in
the Sun" ,
- actor
11 Fancy dive
12 Heart
chamber •
14 Flaleigh"s St
15 Water
- remover
17 Sea bird 18 Ear (tomb
form)
20 Ready tor.
action
(2 wds
22 Title of
respect
23 Great
quantity
25 - Romero
27 Baseball
leag
28 Bar legally +
30 On the loose
(2 wds )
32 Brother-of
Jacob
1111

2

1

Answer to Previous Puzzle
TRA
HEADS BRA
AIL IAMMET
ELL
BOLERO MOLEST
FIND'S PU
UVEA
Ill
C I Ma
SAM COLLECTOR
AL
BAN MAU YR
GENERATOR WOO
EUAT
LOW
JOUR
TR
LIMO
IMAYMAN
STA
VLLAS OMA
OEN POOMS
B
B
5-1 0 1995 United Feature Syndicate

DOWN

6 Card game
7 Army officer

1 Spiny plant
2 Roman 51

(abbr
8,Anger

3 Goal
4 Architect Sairinen

9 Evergeen
trees
10 Adjusting
Tfamo

5 French coin
5

6

8

q
.-

11

•

10

12
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14
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THE VETERINARIAN SAYS
II-5 TIME FOR YOUR
ANNUAL CHECKUP y
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DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABI3Y: N1 Toth hirtild,1,,
is approaching, and 1 wOuld like to
give myself a party. I am a widow
with no children. but) have inany
friends and a large family. and I
would -like. to spend my birthday
.
I am planning a dinner party in
the 'private dining roomA a restaurant. At my age. I have everything I
want. Some of my guests will la•
younger people who need their
money for other things. and I dont
wu(it
gills Ilk me.
Is it proper to give oneself a
birthday party? How do I tell my
guests not to bring gifts? Please"
answer soon. I want to start on my
invitations..
PARTY (iIVER

_

DEAR PARTY: Of course you
can give yourself a birthday
party
it's a wonderful idea.
I'm sure it will be memorable,
not only for you, bit also for
those with whom you choose to
share it. On your invitation,
add, "Your presence will be 'acherished gift, and I respectfully request no other." Have a
happy birthday.
* * *

DEAR ABBY: I have lived in-this
neighborhood for 12 years. Recently
I received a wedding invitation from
a neighbor's daughter, hand-delivered .on a Thursday evening Mr a
church wedding two days later -• yes, on Saturday!
•
' The wedding invitations. according to the mother of the bride, had
been sent a morith7earlier. She told
Us-she had meant to deliver our
inVitation at that time. but it
slipped her mind.
.. Abby. I had seen the bride-to-la,
, and her mother- several times in the.
last month, and neither of them mentioned a 'word about the w

•

•

Of course. my husband and I did
not go to the wedding: neither did
we scud a gift. We felt that we
invited at the last minute- becaust.
they wanted another gi ft. .1)11 y•ou
think we were wrong?
NEIGHBORS
DEAR NEIGHBORS: ProbablY not. Your neighhorccotild
have had several last-minute
"regrets'(refusals) and needed
to•fill the vacancies.
I presume the wedding dinner was a catered affair, and
unless the cancellations were
received-a week in advance,
they had to pay for the dinners.
* * *

DEAR ABBY: "Fed Up in California- wrote,to complain about
guests Who turned down dinner
invitations to her home when invited. Fm surprised that you totally
missed the obvious-there must he
a reason why people are reluctant
to go to- her house (pr a meal
11 Folklore
Cmon,Ablry!
creature
We have sorhe good friends who
13- Haggard
are wonderful people. They are
16 Willow
great guests and can keep you
19 Eightmember
entertained for hours. But eat at
group •
their house?. Never!
2t7VVild---The place is. a pigsty. Intl. have
(TV Movie) .
three dogs and a cat who arr>- cov24 Party
ered with fleas. They Siratch conthrowers
26 fM
raeb
adrrisch birds- - stantly:aud lie around all over the
furniture. These people kill flies
29 - the town
,with a rolled-up newspaper and
, 31 Synthetic
, leave the little corpses lying wherever they fall - on, countertops._
tables, furniture. etc ,
33 hSa
Single-nde
The bathroom has no door, and
,35 Supercilious
before you sit down to eat you have
people ' •
to clean the. peanut butter and jelly
36 Weirder
V Increased
•• smears Off the chair seats. • ..
Omits
• - They keep inviting us over for
31 pon hom
dinner. and we keep dodging them
ciation
because just the thought of eating •
46 Knicks coach
there makes us queasy.
43 Build So. maybe "Fed Up" should step
•
46 Church
. back and take a good look at herself
calendar
48 Wild151um
and her home. She mav be in for
51 Rub-a •
rude awakening
53 Bagel topper
BEEN THERE:lioNE THAT
56 Symbol tot-

aRRE001

59 Garbed in
cloak
60 — leaguer

4

Installed as new officers of
Calloway _County Branch of
Association 2i Childhood Education at a meeting at Triangle Inn
-were -Mrs. Earl Douglass, Mrs.
Joe Nell Rayburn, Mrs. Mavis
McCamish, Mrs. Leon Grogan,
Mo. Allen McCoy, Ws. James
Fortner, Mii7Peggy Wilson, and
Mrs. Charlie Robertson.
Forty years ago
Jerry Roberts, son of Mr. and
_Mrs. Frank Roberts, is valedictorian, and Hal Houston, son of the
late Dr. and Mrs. Hal Houston, is
salutatorian of 1945 graduating
class at Murray High School.
Third honor student is Shirley
Joyce Chiles, daughter of Dr. and'
Mrs. WC. Chiles: fourth honor
student is Fidelia Austin, daughter of Mrs. A.B. Austin: and filth
honor student is Linda Tucker,
daughter Of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Tucker.
Lynn% Grove High School
Senior- Class presented 3 play.
"Her Emergency Husband," on.
April 29. Cast members were
Fred Douglas, Kathryn Paschall,
Shirley Murdock, Marzee Jackson, Annette Crawford, Jackie .
Cooper, Mac Smotherman, Patsy_
McKenzie, Linda Spann, Janice
Adams and Brent Adams.
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MURRAY
Murray Hospital Celebrates
Naliond Hospital Week
803 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071-2432
(502)762-1100

P

roposed changes in health care form the back-

drop for the 1995 National Hospital Week celebration
scheduled for May 7 through May 13.
"A Healthy Commitment in Changing Times" is the
slogan of the event and will be used as the theme for this
year's activities.
National Hospital Week 1995 arrives in the midst
of continuing discussion over health care costs, coverage
and delivery in America. Health care reform has been the
focus of a wide range of recent legislative efforts and
continues to be a prominent issue on the national scene.
During Hospital Week, health care providers are
uniting to show pride in their people and their facilities.
"Anyone who has-followed the news over the past
few years is aware that change is coming in the health care
industry," said Stuart Poston, administrator of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
"What kind of change we can expect
and how rapidly changes will take effect are
still the subject of some debate. During
National Hospital Week,we're making it
clear that, no matter what the future holds,
Americans can expect the same commitment to quality,
the same devotion to our patients."
National Hospital Week celebrates the achievements made in the health care field and to show gratitude
to the people whose work is caring for others.
Since the Mason family opened the Murray Surgical Hospital in 1910 with one patient and one nurse in a
five-room cottage, the hospital has grown with the times.
The present 216-bed modern facility provides professional
services in a warm and caring atmosphere.

Support Groups
Atedfsieseelf
s Diewmive Irsioneustioa
Education Meeting: May9
Support Group Meeting: May 23
4:30pni.inthe Hospital Education Unit,Third Floor
For information about Alzheimers Disease meetings, contact Cindy
Ragsdale, 502-762-1108 or Joretta Randolph, 502-753-5561. Shared
Care, Adult DayCare will sit with Alzheimer dents While caregivers attend
this meeting. Call Susan .P1Uhkett, LPN at 502-762-0576.
&WOO Carew Sipper/
Thursday,May4,7 p.m.in Hospital Board Room,Second Floor
;Meeting Nutnbonal Needs" by Rebecca Noffsinger, R D
Contact Mafia Antrus at 502-753-3862 for more information.
Comer Support
Education Meeting:Tuesday,May 2
Support Group Meeting:Tuesday,May 16
3p.m.i n the Hospital Education Unit,Third Floor
alitact Nancy Rose, R.N. and Hospice Director, or Mary Linn, MSN and
gnical Specialist, 502-762-1100 ask operator to page.
Cesoldim Suppeet
Tuesday, May 9,10 a.m.in Hospital Education Unit,Third Floor
"Nutnbonal Needs" by Rebecca Noffsinger, R 0.
Contact Shirley Lamb Lynch, R.N., 502-762-1170.
Cipeepeneelogreleie lerfereesie
Thursday, May 25 at7:30 p.m. in the Hospital Board Room
Contact MCCH Chaplan We Rumble, 502-762-1274 or
Hilda Bennett 901-498-8324
1.amegelciememe Sapport Omar
Friday, May 12,2 p.m.in the Hospital Education Unit,Third Floor
Contact Ann Ingle, RN. 502-762-1364 or
Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist. 502-762-1573

•

Pestkinswe's Support
Friday, May 26,2 p.m.in the Hospital Education Unit,Third Floor
Contact Ann Ingle, RN, 502-762-1364 or
Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist, 502-762-1573.
,
areke Support
Friday, May19,2p.m.,Hospital Education Unit,Third Floor
Contact Ann Ingle, RN 502-762-1364 or
Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist, 502-762-1573.

01180111111111111W
M urray-Calloway County .Hospital's
Health Express will be offering, blood
pressure checks, pulse, cholesterol and
triglyceride screenings at all of its stops
during the month of May.
Under most circumstances, cholesterol and tnglyceride levels should be
checked every five years. Only patrons
who present a written prescription from
their physician will be screened more
often.
The cholesterol (HDL1DL)and
triglycende screening requires a food fast
(water only)for 14 hours. The charge for
this screening is $15.
. A Stool For Occult Blood Screening •
Kit is also available for $4 This screening
detects blood in the stool.
These screenings are offered to
detect disease in its earliest stages when
there are no symptoms of disease. If you
are experiencing symptoms, you should
see your physician.
Monday, May 1
• Hazel .
Dees Bank
8:30-11:30 a.m.
• Crossland
Hillary's Grocery
12:30-3p.m
Tuesday, May2
• Stella
Goshen Methodist Church
830-11 30a m
• Kirksey
Stone Country Store
12 30-3p m

•

Wednesday,May.3
• Murray
NON WI994
8:441 30a m 802 30-3p m

Wednesday,May10
• Camden,TN
Wal-Mart
9-11:30a.m.812:30-3 p.m.
Thursday, May11.
• Wingo
Town Square
9-11.30 a.m.
• Sedalia
Baptist Church
1-3p.m. _
Friday. May12
• Murray --Hwy94E
Duncan's Market
8-30-11.30 asm
• Murray --Hwy94E
East Y Grocery
1-3p m
Tuesday, May16
• Symsonia
Liberty Bank 9-11:30 a.m
• Hardin
Public Library
. 1-3 p m
Wednesday. May17
• Murray
Post Office
830-11 30a m & 12 30-3p m
Tuesday, May23
• Cold Water
Ch'urc,h of Christ
810-11a m
• Farmington
-Farmington Bank
1-3p m
Tuesday. May30
• Paris,TN
Wal-Mart

9-11.30a m.t. 12.30-3 m.

Wednesday,May31
• Murray
Court Square
830-11 313a m.8112 30-3p m

Community events
Saturday Seminars
--To help you become better acquainted with topics that
affect your health, physicians and healthcare professionals
will conduct the following Saturday Seminars. These
informative sessions are free and open to the public and
take place in the hospital's Third Floor Education Unit.
To preregister for any of these seminars, call by 4'30
p m on the Thursday prior to the program date.
Call 502-762-1384 or toll free at 1-800-342-MCCH.

Prostate Surgery: May 6 from 10-11:30 a.m.
Dr. H.S. Jackson. urologist, discusses laser prostate
surgery. This procedure means less cost, less pain, no
hospitalization and quicker recovery. It greatly improves
the quality of life for men with problems of an enlarged
prostate gland.

Not only can
you depend on
MCCH to always
provide medical
care for major and
min• or symptoms,
it is your total
health care resource. The hospital offers a variety of
outpatient services, sophisticated diagnostic equipment,
home health care, patient education classes, health information seminars, women's health services, N4iracle Moments Maternity Care Program, support groups and free
health screenings.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital professionals
have made a difference for more_than 80 years. The
hospital is proud that 52 etnployees have been employed
for over 20 years and a large percentage of the physicians
on the medical staff are board certified.
Only highly qualified physicians receive privileges
to practice medicine through MCCH. The mOical staff
has grown to 70 physicians on active and consultative
staff, representing 25 different specialties.
The broad range of medical specialties means you
can take advantage of many of the- same sophisticated
skills, procedures and treatments in Murray that are
Offered in metropolitan areas.
"MCCH has established a strong neighborly relationship with the people of this area as our physicians,
eniployees and volunteers demonstrate great pride in
continuing our tradition of healing, hope and caring,"
adds Mr. Poston."We are honored that the people of this
region support, trust and turn to Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for their health care needs."

Stress Incontinence: May 6 from 1-2:30 p.m.
Dr. H.S. Jackson, urologist, speaks on loss of bladder
control in females(known as stress incontinence). He
will discuss causes and treatment options available.

Teenage Volunteer
Organizational Meeting
Friday, May 26 from 10:30 a.m. to Noon
Hospital Education Unit,Third Floor -Full details about the hospital's teenage volunteer
program will be given at this meeting and applications
will be distributed. Those interested must be 14 years
or older. All new volunteers must attend 12 hours of
orientation the following week.
For more information, call Director of Public
Relations Kathy Hodge at 502-762-1381.

Hospice Volunteer Training
Tuesdays, May 2 and 9from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Hospital Education Unit,Third Floor
The two-day training session prepares volunteers to work
with hospice patients and their families Topics covered
will include communication skills, pain management,
spiritual needs Hospice- concepts and philosophy, AIDS.
legal issues and grief and bereavement
Praragistration is required. CaU Hospice Director Nancy
Row R.N., at 502-782-1389. Free to the public.

Miracle Moments
Miracle AlomerZris pleased to offer the perinatal
classes listed below Pre-registration is required for
all classes and lees may be paid at the first class.

Foramsinlonnelionandpre-regisSnWon,
cantlePostnatalEducation Coordinatorat
(502)762-1a5.
Pre-register foes
•PreparedMak*Pass
Option 1:Mon.,May 1,8, 15,22(7-9p.m.)
Option2Weil,May3, 10, 1124.(7-9p.m.)
Option3Thus.,May4,11, 18,25,(7-9pm.)
HospdalEducation Unit •Sibling Class:Saturday,June 17,10-11 a.m.
•Refresher1:Mon., May8& 15, 7-9n '
•RelieikeIR Wed.. May 10417. 7-9pm

•WrestsrMt Thurs., May11618,7-90
•8reselleethqSeppes1Greep:
Tues., May16,MCCHBoardRoont 7-8pm.
•Made Womb AWN*Uell Tess
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